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DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER
 BI-DIRECTIONAL FIBEROPTIC OR CAT -5 INTERLOCATION CONNECTIVITY
 ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SWITCHING
 ANALOG OR DIGITAL (AES SAMPLE RATE) INPUTS
 BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL OUTPUTS
 SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY WITH WHEATSTONE CONSOLES

THE 2001 MAKES AUDIO NETWORKING PRACTICAL.
It's simple to install, easy to learn, and certain to reduce
system costs. Compact enough for small applications,
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, it's de-
sign consists of 7"rackmount digital routing cages, each
capable of handling 512 simultaneous audio channels
on its backplane.

Units can be stacked to suit particular card comple-
ments (analog or digital input and output cards or optical
network cards) but more significantly cages can be
separated by great distances and network -heir audio
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or a single
CAT -5 wire. ONE INTERCONNECT DOES IT ALL:
64 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio,
intercage communication, X -Y controller commands plus
auxiliary RS -232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wire in
a typical installation.

The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive
and easy to use, with all the authorization and security
levels you could want. And of course we have a full

complement of control panels and PC applications to
choose from-all designed for straightforward operation
and a rapid learning curve.

With 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the
infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN
infrastructure. Contact us for answers.

MIXED SIGNAL SWITCHING is easily accomplished with a choice of AES
digital or ANALOG 24 -bit A>D input cards, and of course 24 -bit digital or
24 -bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all of which can be serviced from the
front of the cage. All signals are routed entirely in the digital domain.

Corc,rc)t- ion
tel 252-638-7000/fox 252-635-4857/soles@wheatstone.com

www. wheatstone. corn
copyright 0 2001 by Wheatstone Corporation

specifications and features subject to change without notice
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ADVERTISEMENT

Harris COOL FUEL
Dramatically increases DTV transmitter
performance and efficiency
Harris has developed an innovative approach to
DTV transmission that provides dramatic improve-
ments in transmitter performance and efficiency.
Marketed as COOL FUEL-the Perfect Power
Source, the system combines proprietary signal
equalization techniques used in all Harris ATSC
transmitters with a patent -pending filtering con-
figuration. Among its benefits, COOL FUEL offers
dramatic cost -saving potential, ensures full com-
pliance with the FCC's stringent requirements to
prevent signal interference in today's spectrum -
congested environment and enables TV stations
facing a shortage of tower space to combine two
channels into a single antenna-even in upper -
adjacent -channel situations.

Circle (2) on Free Info Card

pmarrxgriza
Enables central monitoring and control for
stations, groups or networks
With Harris Broadcast Manager (HBM), televi-
sion stations, groups or networks can monitor
and control hardware, software and associated
networks from a central location. HBM is de-
signed to increase efficiency and streamline
operations in today's increasingly complex
multichannel, multistation management en-
vironment. The system, which uses a scalable
client -server architecture, is available in three
versions - HBM-100 for small-scale users,
HBM-200 for larger call letter stations and sta-
tion groups, and HBM-300 for the largest most
complex systems that may be required by large
station groups and networks. Each version is
available with the configuration and custom
features needed to meet the customer's spe-
cific requirements.

Circle (3) on Free Info Card

Harris' New CLAROTM
Provides value -priced, entry-level
automation for small and mid -sized
TV stations
Harris Automation Solutions has introduced
CLARO, a value -priced automation system
for small- and medium -market stations that
need to manage a single channel of
playout. Designed and priced for stations
with fixed automation needs and a limited
number of devices to control, CLARO in-
cludes a single client workstation for on -
air control and preparation and filing of
content, and a device server that can con-
trol standard video servers, tape machines
and switchers. The CLARO system enables
broadcasters to file commercials on their
video server and insert them into their
playlist, record and playback materials on
tape, import schedule files from their traf-
fic system, and send an "as -run" log back
to traffic for reconciliation.

Circle (4) on Free Info Card

Harris Automation Solutions
Develops technology for wide area
automation
As consolidation in the TV industry contin-
ues, station groups are looking for ways to
cut costs, and remote operation of broadcast
facilities provides a significant opportunity.
Harris Automation Solutions has introduced
the technology that enables broadcasters
to automate and control multiple remote
facilities from one central facility or from
several different locations. With new net-
working capabilities that are built into the
Harris automation system, broadcasters can
control a remote station, transfer media
files from a central to remote site(s) and

vice versa, and control devices across a Wide Area
Network using Harris' recently introduced Net-
work Device Control Protocol.

Circle (5) on Free Info Card

MonitorPlusTM Lite
Provides ATSC transmission confidence
monitoring for small and mid -sized stations
Harris' new MonrtorPIUSTM Lite is a fully integrated
system that provides complete confidence moni-
toring of the transmitted ATSC Digital Television
signal. The system includes a Harris ARX-H50 pro-
fessional ATSC receiver, an 8-VSB RF analyzer, a
color picture mom -tor, a professional audio moni-
tor and an MPEG-2 transport stream analyzer. An
optional waveform monitor is available. A scaled -
down, lower -priced version of Harris' original
MonitorPlus PRO, IMonitorPlus Lite was developed
to meet the needs of small to mid -size broadcasters.

Circle (6) on Free Info Card

Harris ARX decoders
Harris announces four additions to its ARX line
of integrated receiver decoders:
ARX-H50 can tune and receive any digital HD and
SD broadcast and convert it to an analog NTSC
composite video signal for confidence monitor-
ing. The unit can also output the demodulated
ATSC transport stream simultaneously in SMTE
310 and DVB-ASI formats.
ARX-H75 and ARX-H75C, professional studio decod-
ers, can receive an ATSC transport stream in either
DVB-ASI or SMPTE 310 format, de -multiplex and
decode any of the programs contained within the
stream, and convert the decoded video to an analog
NTSC (standard definition) display signal. The
ARX-H75C, an enhanced version, also converts
DVB-ASI to SMPTE 310 and SMPTE 310 to DVB-ASI.
ARX-H400, a quad -channel receiver decoder, accepts
an L -Band or 2 x ASI inputs and outputs four channels
of SD video via SDI or Composite analog video.
The ARX-H400 also outputs a Quad Matrix Mosaic
that represents all four video channels on a single
composite video output.

Circle (7) on Free Info Card

WETA, WCBS, WSB, KHOU, WFAA, KGO, WXIA, WTHR,

WPVI, WBNS, KING, WHSH, KABC, WGCL, KTVU, KCAL,

KPIX, KCBS, WUSA, WJLA, KYW, WDIV, WWJ, KTVT,

KPRC, KIRO, KMOV, KTVI, KBHK, KCTS, WMVS, WTAE,

KRIV, WFLD, W010, KCOP, KGW, WPXI, WCNC, WTVD,

KXTV, WPLG, WLS, WKYC, KICU, WFLA, KFOR, WSVN,

WBBM, KPTV, KTRK, WBAL, KARE, KPNX, WTSP, KDKA,

KMSP, WBZ, WCCO, KSDK, WSOC, KCRA, KXLY, KTVX,

WRAL, WRAZ, KOIN, KLAS, WTLV, KUTP, KTXL, KBWB,

KNTV, WJZ, WWOR, KQED, WABC, KCET, WCYB, WRDW,

KCPQ, WRLK, WHYY, WTMJ, KLFY, WENH, WISC, KTTC,

KOREAN BC, WCVB, WEWS, WSPA, KSWB, WFTV

'Due to contractual agreements, some stations not listed.

100 DTV station
installations.* We like to
think of them as letters

of endorsement.

We're proud to announce our 100th DTV transmitter installation --at WFTV in Orlando, Florida. It not only highlights
Harris' industry leadership in both UHF and VHF digital transmitters but also our end -to -end solutions --including
monitoring equipment, DTV studio products and complete customer support. We deliver the whole package, and our
customers' letters confirm it.

May 15, 2001 www.broadcastengineering.com 3
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With today's technological challenges,

it's becoming crucial for engineering management to deliver

with cost-effective solutions. At this year's NAB, there was a

renewed emphasis on new products and services to help stations

and production facilities become more efficient and productive.

To help readers meet this challenge, the Broadcast Engineering

Product Source has been developed to assist you in identifying

key new products that can help you solve your facility's creative

needs while maximizing efficiency. From new transmitters to real-

time graphics and effects systems, answers are just a page turn away.

So, read on. You're about to enjoy a quick review of \lAB2001's

product introductions. And, in case you missed the show, you're

really in for a treat of new ideas and solutions.

Brad Dick, Editor
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e-
Routing Switchr

Close as Your Desktop
Remote Control User Interface

iletworhs - Internet/N01N

e-Houte Controller Hardware

PESA
Switching
Systems

Take contro of your PESA routing switcher from

your desktoo. It's as easy as launching your favorite

web-bromer. e -Route is a network routing switcher

control system that operates over your LAN/WAN or

the internet A basic e -Route system supports ten

clients. Each client can have their own user profile

giving them access to all or only part of the matrix.

You can even use e -Route to control routers in

several different locations around the world.

The cliert interface is a Java application runn ng

inside of popular industry standard browsers. Setting

up the e -Route hardware is just as simple. All you

need is a TCP/IP connection and an RS232/422 port

connection to your router. The server comes pre -

configured with DHCP default settings so you can

be up and running in no time at all.

e -Route is perfect for monitoring, production and any

remote roster control applications. It is compatible

with the furl line of PESA routers and can be used

with swi:chers from 8x2 to 144x144 and beyond.

Call today and make e -Route part of your PESA

routing switcher solution.

1lSe32/4EE Connection

Interfaces with all PO flouting Botcher Illodels

Ocelot OHO, 16[116 CoRjor

Tiger 144144

44100

Jaguar 6464

PESO Switching Systems, Inc., 35 Pinelaiim Road Suite 99E/ Melville, 0? / 11747 Tel:+1 631-14S-5020 fan:+1 631-016-5023 www.pesa.con-
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Everyone knows that
for the best quality
standards conversion
you need motion
compensation. It's the
only way to get rid of
the judder that mars
ordinary linear
conversions. '       ID                           
But it's expensive. So,
even though most video
material contains
motion, linear processing
is still widely used.

Now, Mach 1 provides
motion compensated
standards conversion
for everyday material at
an everyday price.

Developed by the
designers of Alchemist
Ph.C, the world's finest
motion compensated
converter, Mach1 uses a
proprietary motion
compensation system
called Motion Science
(M.Sc).

The result is
outstanding quality
conversions, wherever,
whenever - and
whatever the budget.

So why compromise
with linear conversion?
If you've got motion, get
Mach 1.

Mach 1
M.Sc

Motion Compensated
Standards Converter

10 BIT. COMPACT 1RU SIZE UNIT. USES

PROPRIETARY MOTION SCIENCE (M.Sc) VECTORS

TO DELIVER EXCELLENT MOTION COMPENSATED

FRAME RATE CONVERSION.

COMPRESSION FRIENDLY OUTPUT HELPS MINIMIZE

UNNECESSARY MOTION DATA IN COMPRESSED

BITSTREAMS. PROVIDES I/O IN ALL SIX COMPOSITE

AND SDI STANDARDS (BI-DIRECTIONAL IN NTSC,

PAL AND SECAM).

DUAL AES AUDIO I/O AND EMBEDDED AUDIO,

INCLUDING COMPENSATORY DELAY.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE NOISE REDUCTION

USING MEDIAN AND RECURSIVE FILTERING AND

ASPECT RATIO CONVERSION WITH FULL

POSITIONAL CONTROL AND BLANKING.

IDEAL FOR WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS

INCLUDING OBS, NEWS, TRANSMISSION AND VIDEO

STREAMING.

OMPATIBLE WITH ROLLCALL, THE

NTELLIGENT BROADCAST

ENT SYSTEM FROM SNELL & WILCOX.

SNELL & WILCOX O
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Control system
Leitch Pilot: command control system providing
open, scalable access via standard protocols to entire
networked systems; Windows -based software allows
easy configuration, control, monitoring and secure
access to Leitch and third -party networked equipment;
comprehensive functionality includes configurable
alarm notification for CCS or SNMP-enabled devices
to on- screen display, to a database or via e-mail. 800-
231-9673; fax: 757-548-4088; www.leitch.com

Circle (100) on Free Info Card

Master control processor
Harris MASTERpIus: module is designed to provide
DTV stations with all of the functionality needed for
high -definition broadcast operations; integrated sys-
tem provides 13 stand-alone products, multiformat
operation supports1080i/720p/480p, SDI inputs with
HD upconverted output available; internal test gen-
erator with standard test audio and video signals, pro-
gram/preset mixer for smooth program transitions
complete with standard transition effects. 800-622-
0022; fax: 513-459-3890; www.harris.com

Circle (101) on Free Info Card

Distribution amplifier
Miranda Densite': universal AN/HD distribution
amplifier series provides high module density; supports
analog, digital and HD, as well as analog and digital
audio in the same frame; up to 20 DA modules of any
signal type in any 2RU frame; all modules hot
swappable; complete with redundant PSUs, full system
monitoring provided via GPI, RS -232 or Ethernet port.
514-333-1772; fax: 514-333-9828; www.miranda.com

Circle (102) on Free Info Card

Digital production console
Mackie Designs digital, automated production con-
sole: features 56 inputs, eight output channels, 100mm
motorized faders, 12 aux sends, full compression and gat-
ing on all 48 channels; also features pan and four -band
parametric EQ and accepts third -party plug -ins via the
Mackie UFX card; console offers a 48 -channel overview
screen, 999 levels of Un-Do, and Virtual Potentiometer(V-
Pot); multifunction control on each input strip provides
hands-on control over all channels' panning as well as all
auxiliary send, tape output and digital trim levels; all V -
Pots have visual feedback, instant recall and full automa-
tion capability. 800-898-3211;425-487-4333; fax: 425-487-
4337; www.mackie.com

Circle (103) on Free Info Card

Digital audio router
Wheatstone Bridge 2001: compact digital audio net-
work router, bi-directional with fiber optic or CAT -5
interlocation, all digital AES switching with analog or
digital inputs and both analog and AES digital out-
puts; provides serial control and display with Wheat-
stone consoles; handles 512 simultaneous channels per
backplane and 64 channels simultaneous bi-directional
digital audio between changes; X -Y controller com-
mands plus RS -232 data streams. 252-638-7000; 252-
637-1285; www.wheatstone.com

Circle (104) on Free Info Card
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Production switcher
Pinnacle PDS 9000: offers 36 primary inputs, two
independent M/E systems and full -function program/
preset band with dual DSKs; each M/E integrates three
built-in 10 -bit 3D DVEs and 19 multi -page frame stores
each holding four frames of video; YUV and option RGB
color correction on all six keyer busses; new enhanced
FX option allows trail functions and Pinnacle Systems'
Exclusive Painterly and Particle effects on all system
keyer DVEs. 650-526-1601; www.pinnaclesys.com

Circle (105) on Free Info Card

Serial digital test generator
Evertz Microsystems 7750TG2-HD: provides a
continuous 4:2:2 black signal on two outputs in single
link mode; two other outputs provide whichever test sig-
nal has been selected; dual link mode; the generator pro-
vides 4:4:4 test signals; four channels of embedded audio.
905-335-3700; fax: 905-335-3573; www.evertz.com

Circle (106) on Free Info Card
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Test and measurement equipment
Pixelmetrix DV Station: offers IP over MPEG traffic
monitoring functionality; detects and analyzes IP over
multiprotocol encapsulation (MPE) services in real time;
monitors audio, video and other broadcast services;
measures numbers of bytes, packets and bandwidth
in bits per second; features full triggers and alarm ca-
pabilities, as well as logging of IP traffic; scales up to
21 TSP100 modules in one mainframe with each moni-
tored MPEG transport stream having dedicated and
independent IP over MPE capability. 877-717-4935; +65
5474935; fax: +65 547495; www.pixelmetrix.com

Circle (107) on Free Info Card

Digital video system
Opticomm DVX-5000 System: universal multimedia
digital transport system for distribution over wide area
networks including PAL, NTSC and SECAM for multi-
channel QAM or VSB signals; offers transmission signals
for the transport of digitized video, audio and con-
trol data signals over single -mode fiber; uncompressed
10 -bit serial digital video system at 143-, 177-, 270-, 360-
540- and 622Mb/s; data route is free of adjustment over
a wide dynamic range; digital signal offers receiver out-
put stability not affected by the fiber, attenuation,
aging, splicing or other factors. 858-450-0143; fax: 858-
450-0155; www.opticomm.com

Circle (108) on Free Info Card

Shared storage solution
Accom AFFINITY/san: solution for facilities with a
need for more than one nonlinear edit suite; offers
real-time, simultaneous high -bandwidth access for
multiple users; works in an environment where sev-
eral nonlinear editing systems, Windows NT graphic
workstations and audio suites share footage and files
at the same time. 650-328-3818; fax: 650-327-2511;
www.accom.com

Circle (109) on Free Info Card

Compact receiver
Lectrosonics UCR201: features 256 frequencies in
eight Lectro "blocks"; is compatible with all 200 se-
ries transmitters; operates on a single 9V internal bat-
tery or external 12VDC powering; also features a front -
panel LCD screen, push-button operation and bal-
anced XLR output. 800-821-1121; 505-892-4501; fax:
505-892-6243; www.lectrosonics.com

Circle (110) on Free Info Card
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10T -based transmitter
Acrodyne Quantum 10T -based transmitter: can
serve both analog and digital applications with power
levels up to 280kW analog and 120kW digital; de-
signed for high reliability and appropriate use of ad-
vanced technologies; created to fully exploit the lat-
est generation of 10Ts. 610-917-1300; 800-523-2596;
fax: 610-917-8148; www.acrodyne.com

Circle (111) on Free Info Card
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Huge Input Matrix
Up to 64 inputs

Growth Pattern

The same 11 RU frame is used

for the 2, 3, & 4 NILE systems

Aspectizer"

Internal aspect ratio converters for

simultaneous
4:3 & 16:9 production

"Squeeze & Tease" 2D DVE

ideal for over -the -shoulder boxes

Ultimatte InsiderTM

The world's best matting device

Unique Preview Overlay

t's you see VTR time code, count

ftlown4ttiniirarWurce
ID, safe title,

and more
fht PV monitor

Video & Audio Server

Controt a Video Server or

360 Systems
DigicartTM

Custom Control Macro Buttons

Recall any combination switcher

memories, button pushes,

and external device control

VTR Control

Available at a touch of a button

and much, much more

Simultaneous 4:3 & 16:9 Production

The Real Shape of DIV

Tel: (613) 652-4886 Fax: (613) 652-4425

Circle (13) on Free Info Card

"...the Synergy 3 keeps us

compete in a market with

our IA friends to the south."

Don Kauch
Director of Broadcast Operations

KEYT
Santa Barbara, California

www.rosgrvideo.com/Testimonials/keyt.html

"We wanted to make sure our

investment
would be as future

proof as possible, so the capability

of 16x9 as well as 4x3 production

was important..."
John Shutt
Staff Engineer
Michigan State Uniqersity

East Lansing, Michigan

www.1-ossvideo.com/Testimonials/wkar.html

"Al one point during the live

show, the director asked if

Paul could do an unrehearsed

multi-layered DVE effect with a

transition ...he pointed at the Ross

and said, "I could do it if I had

THAT switcher!"
Andy Carleton & Lee 011erton

Children's Miracle Network

Salt Lake City, Utah

aww.rossvideo.cm/Testimonials/
cmn.html

www. ross ideo.com



High -definition interface/framestore
PCI card
AJA Video Systems HD-NTV: features two channels
of HD -SDI I/O; can key HD stills from memory over live
video; also captures to print HD images and captures
and outputs HD stills; offers mixer/keyer functions, split
screen and genlock, as well as Photoshop and PowerCG
plug -ins. 530-913-7767; 800-251-4224; www.aja.com

Circle (112) on Free Info Card

Audio post system
AMS Neve Logic 3SC: a fully networkable 5.1 audio
post system; the latest generation in AMS Neve's Logic
series of integrated post systems; offers high-speed
editing and mixing that delivers for both studios and
their clients; features ESP menu -free mixing. 212-965-
1400; fax: 212-965-3739

Circle (113) on Free Info Card

Broadcast audio console
Euphonix System 5-B: 24/96 -capable system provides
multiple channel paths of full 24-bit/96kHz digital signal
processing; enhanced system offers the V2.5 software
suite, which includes a modular post -production panel
equipped with PEC/Direct monitor controls allowing 32
external inputs to implement console functions; also,
frame options including a 48 -fader desk that can be out-
fitted with two producer's desks; incorporates multiformat
channels, enabling operators to control up to eight chan-
nels at a time from a single on -surface channel strip. 818-
766-1666; fax: 818-766-3401; www.euphonix.com

Circle (114) on Free Info Card

Camcorder
JVC Professional Products Company DY-70: combines
14 -bit DSP camera technology with an all -digital 4:2:2
camcorder; utilizes three 380,000 -pixel, 1/2 -inch IT CCDs
with microlens technology; provides a sensitivity of Fl 1
at 2000 lux; 125dB suppression reduces smear; weighs 15
pounds, with a power consumption of 26W. 800-JVC-
5825; 973-315-5000; fax: 973-315-5030; www.jvc.com/pro

Circle (115) on Free Info Card

Database interface software module
Crispin WebAgent: interfaces with Crispin's database,
AssetBase; checks video servers and other resources to
make sure they're online and available; gathers infor-
mation on the server, material ID, comment and dura-
tion from these devices if available; generates dublists
for Crispin's Dubber 2000 module; takes translated traf-
fic files from AssetBase to generate discrepancy reports
and gather typical traffic log information; can only be
used in conjunction with AssetBase. 919-845-7744; fax:
919-845-7766; www.crispincorp.com

Circle (116) on Free Info Card

Image processing tool
Digital Vision AGR-1V: grain and noise reduction sys-
tem for film, videotape restoration and MPEG pre-pro-
cessing; features advanced motion processing and
adaptive 3D filters; system is based on the DVNR real-
time processing engine; available in SD and HD for-
mats. 888-914-5200; 310-914-5200; fax: 310-914-0011;
www.digitalvision.se

Circle (117) on Free Info Card

Graphics software
Discreet Logic frost 2.5: allows for simultaneous
Web updates and enables interactive and enhanced
television applications with real-time graphics; effects
system enables broadcasters to build graphics for tele-
vision and Web branding; allows designers to take full
advantage of modeling and animation while render-
ing in real time. 800-869-3504; 514-272-0525; fax: 800-
305-6442; www.discreet.com

Circle (118) on Free Info Card

MPEG-2 video disk recorder
Doremi Labs V1-MP2: uses MPEG-2 compression;
features simultaneous record and playback for time
delay and instant replay of live video feeds, can be
used as a drop -in replacement for video tape record-
ers and a playback device for video presentations;
available with a full -function front panel, digital and
analog video inputs and outputs, and up to eight digi-
tal or analog audio channels. 818-562-1101; fax: 818-
562-1109; www.doremilabs.com

Circle (119) on Free Info Card
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Video editing systems
Leitch/DPS dpsReality HD: allows users to create pro-
ductions in HD and SD, as well as for DVD and Internet
distribution; system allows transitions and effects to be
previewed in real time to the VGA screen or any SD moni-
tor capable of 16:9. 800-775-3314; 859-371-5533; fax:
859-371-3729; www.dps.com

Circle (120) on Free Info Card

Test chart
DSC Laboratories CamAlign Maxi test chart: pre-
cise patterns enable users to optimize the performance
of broadcast and professional video cameras; can be
used to evaluate and service video cameras in opera-
tions, studio and field applications; patterns include
standard crossed grayscales, vector colors, hyperbolics,
multibursts, flare and monitor resolution tests; charts
measure 40"x24" or 36"x24"; available in combined
16:9/4:3 formats. 800-267-5227; 905-673-3211; fax:
905-673-0929; www.dsclabs.com

Circle (121) on Free Info Card

Automation system
Encoda DAL Remote Manager: system assists broad-
casters to operate multiple facilities from a central op-
erations facility; allows facilities to manage the play-
back of a group of stations from a remote location,
but still allows local stations to incorporate local play-
back of news and local interest programming. 303-237-
4000; fax: 303-237-0085; www.encodasystems.com

Circle (122) on Free Info Card
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Station control system
Florical Systems Consolidated Station Control:
allows for control of multiple stations from a central
location; features multiple time zones synchronized
to Universal Coordinated Time, geographically distrib-
uted Device Servers, zero timing at the final switch
for video/audio sources originating in different loca-
tions and remote ingest to central server. 352-372-
8326; fax: 352-375-0859; www.florical.com

Circle (123) on Free Info Card
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Wireless ENG microphones
Audio Specialties Group/Systems Wireless
Lectrosonics 200 series: frequency -agile system with
over 250 available frequencies; compatible with all 200
Series transmitters; rugged, compact design. 800-542-
3332; 703-471-7887; fax: 703-437-1107; www.swl.com

Circle (124) on Free Info Card
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Master control solution
Pinnacle Systems DekoCast: features integrated CG,
DVEs, 24 -track audio mixer and two -channel video and
audio clip server; two live video inputs, any video clip
and individual graphic objects can be independently
and simultaneously controlled by the DVE; audio controls
include 24 -input patch control and attenuation functions.
650-526-1600; fax: 650-526-1601; www.pinnaclesys.com

Circle (125) on Free Info Card

Editing platform
Quantel iQ: platform offers tools for content creation,
including multiresolution HD editing, networked
worksharing and processing of third -party applications
and plug -ins. 203-656-3100; fax: 203-656-3459;
www.quantel.com

Circle (126) on Free Info Card

Live production server
Quantel Clipbox Studio:
offers access to video clips and
stills for studio programming;
provides resizing and re-
aspecting capabilities for each
output through internal 2D
DVEs; this feature allows for
windowed over -the -shoulder
style presentation; internal
mixers provide cross -fade ca-
pabilities between channels
and on -board key combiners allow for live
compositing of foreground over background. 203-656-
3100; fax: 203-656-3459; www.quantel.com

Circle (127) on Free Info Card
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All These Formats . . .

Di ital Betaedm

DVC Pro

Bet, edm SX

SP Beta

Digital -S

Digital -Disk

DV -Cam

Every new format and every new camera has one thing in common. They all have exclusive
Anton/Bauer features as original equipment - Gold Mount bracket, InterActive viewfinder fuel gauge,
UltraLight Automatique circuitry, Digital Battery.

High performance camera products deserve high performance, reliable power. Choose from the latest
cell technology of the Anton/Bauer HyTRON 50 and 100, to the long lasting ProPac and TrimPac, to the
powerful economy of the ProFormer.

Isn't it good to know that there is one standard that will always be there?

-all*Sgilak - The worldwide standard®

For information contact Anton/Bauer or any Anton/Bauer dealer or distributor worldwide.
Anton/Bauer, Inc. 14 Progress Drive, Shelton, Connecticut 06484 USA  (203) 929-1100  Fax (203) 925-4988  www.antonbauer.com
Singapore Office - Anton/Bauer 6 New Industrial Road, # 02-02 Hoe Huat Ind. Bld., Singapore 536199  (65) 2975784  Fax (65) 2825235

Circle (14) on Free Info Card



Digital console
Sennheiser Electronics Sensory Compact: offers
32 midline inputs and eight line -only inputs feeding
32 patchable input channels; each channel includes a
digitally controlled preamp, a low-cut filter and a gate/
expander, as well as four bands of fully parametric
equalization and a four -digit label display; 12 buses
mix down to three masters: UR-mono, LCR or user -
defined arrangements; the unit also has 16 matrix out-
puts with full digital processing. 860-434-9190; fax:
860-434-1759; www.sennheiserusa.com

Circle (128) on Free Info Card

Asset management system
Silicon Graphics SGI StudioCentral Library 3.0:
flexible, scalable system provides immediate access to
storing, securing and managing digital assets includ-
ing versioned/non-versioned text files and streaming
media; can be used as a single workstation or mul-
tiple workgroups; provides StudioCentral server func-
tionality from any platform. 650-960-1980; 800-800-
7441 fax: 650-933-0819; www.sgi.com/go/broadband

Circle (129) on Free Info Card

HD routing switcher
Sierra Video Systems Shasta 1616HD: offers 1.5Gb/s
serial digital HDTV routing of 16 inputs and 16 out-
puts; local RS-232/RS-422 ports provide a terminal and
machine control interface; local control panel option
enables the entire system to fit in 1RU; inputs accept
NTSC, PAL, composite sync, V drive and HD tri-level sync,
as well two non-standard composite sync signals. 530-
478-1000; fax: 530-478-1105; www.sierravideo.com

Circle (130) on Free Info Card

MPEG file analysis software
Snell & Wilcox Mosalina: running on Windows '95,
'98 or NT computers, Mosalina works faster than real
time to analyze standard -definition MPEG video (high -
definition video analysis is also available); the soft-
ware is available in Basic, Advanced and Expert ver-
sions; provides automated quality assurance during
all phases of video production, including creative DVD
authoring, streaming, post production, broadcast and
archiving. 408-260-1000; fax: 408-260-2800;
www.snellwilcox.com.

Circle (131) on Free Info Card

7nnriar
TECHNOLOGIES

ADVERTISEMENT

MULTIVIEWERS

I

Omni Video Series
User Customisable Displays

PIP Re -Size, Move, Overlay

Choice of Analog or SDI Systems

Logo, VU Meters,
LAN Control, Sequencer

PCI Card/SDK for OEM's

Benefits
Save on Space, Power & Costs

Create Exciting Displays

Optimise use of Large Displays

Control & Manipulate Graphics

MX Series
Pre -Configured Displays

4-16 Analog Inputs in 1RU

mposite, SVideo & YUV/
RGB Out

Full Screen VGA Out

HiResolution
Mix of Analog, Computer or

Digital Sources

User Customisable Displays

Output to SXGA

Modular Architecture -
up to 26 inputs

A Solution for Every Need
IRELAND: TrioTech House, Abbey Road, Deansgrange, Co Dublin. Ireland.

Tel: +353 1 2808945 Fax: +353 1 2808956
Web: www.zandar.com E-mail: sales@zandar.com

USA: 305 Vineyard Town Center, Suite 295, Morgan Hill, CA 95037, USA.
Tel: 408 782 9725 Fax: 408 782 9825 E-mail: advancedms@msn.com

Digital broad-
cast console
software
Solid State Logic
Aysis Air enhance-
ments: new features
include fader back-
stop PFL, which pro-

vides for faster, smoother live
operation; the Aysis Air console
offers 48 channel faders for
control of up to 96 simulta-
neous inputs; system provides
48 buses, each with talkback
and tone injection. 212-315-
1111; fax: 212-315-0251;
www.sol id -state -I og ic.com
Circle (132) on Free Info Card

DVCAM field
editing recorder
Sony DSR-70A: enhanced re-
vision of DSR-70 DVCAM field
editing recorder/player; pro-
vides full range of analog and
digital interfaces, as well as a
search dial function and a
built-in 6.4 -inch VGA LCD
screen; also features playback
compatibility with DV family
formats (25Mb/s) including
consumer DV and DVCPRO;
DVCAM format uses eight -bit
digital component recording
with a 5:1 compression ratio
and sampling rate of 4:1:1.
800 -686 -SONY; 201-930-1000;

fax: 201-930-4752; www.
sony.com/professional
Circle (133) on Free Info Card

Nonlinear editing systems
Sony XPRI SD/XPRI HD: provide SD to HD migration
solutions with HD 1080/24p universal mastering; of-
fer real-time native MPEG IMX 50Mb/s and HDCAM I/O
for storage capacity; systems share the same software
and hardware platform/interface; features include
support for SD PAL, NTSC and HD1080-50i/60i/24 sig-
nals, as well as external control panels, which provide
a linear feel to transport, audio, effects and media pa-
rameter manipulation. 800 -686 -SONY; 201-930-1000; fax:
201-930-4752; www.sony.com/professional

Circle (134) on Free Info Card
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Monitor
Sony BVM-F24U CineAlta monitor: 16:9 widescreen
flat CRT monitor with a 24 -inch viewable area; allows
for critical evaluation of e -cinema content, including
motion pictures produced in 1080/24p; multi -high scan
monitor can display analog RGB and HD -SDI signals
at horizontal frequencies of 54- to 90kHz and vertical
frequencies of 48- to 75Hz; monitor accepts dual -link
4:4:4 mode HD -SDI signals. 800 -686 -SONY; 201-930-
1000; fax: 201-930-4752; www.sony.com/professional

Circle (135) on Free Info Card

Community broadcast facility
SpectraSite Broadcast Group Community Broadcast
Facility: allows multiple broadcasters to utilize a com-
mon transmission site in order to shorten project
timelines and preserve capital; SpectraSite obtains the
site, gets zoning approval, and builds and manages
the facility. 972-550-9500; fax: 972-550-9595;
www.spectrasite.com

Circle (136) on Free Info Card

RAID storage
Storage Concepts FibreBlock Extreme: full -fea-
tured RAID 3 Fibre Channel storage solution devel-
oped in conjunction with Trimm Technologies; de-
signed to provide large volume Internet and video
content users with a high -capacity, high-speed stor-
age solution; combines FibreBlock controllers with
Trimm's enclosure to offer optimized throughput and
fault -tolerant performance as part of FAST Technolo-
gies' StrongBox series. 949-852-8511; 800-525-9217;
fax: 949-852-8930; www.storageconcepts.com

Circle (137) on Free Info Card

Circle 15 on Free Info Card
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1102-VLZ PRO  I4x2  6 XDR preamps

IE 42-VLZ PRO  I6x4x2 -10 XDR preamps

17.02-VLZ PRO  I2x2  4 XDR- preamps

1634-VLZ PRO  I6x4x2  6 XCIR'" preamps

RFI rejection 0.1 MHz to 5 MHz

AND OTHER ARCANE DETAILS

rarely seen in audio mixer ad headlines.
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Small footprint server system
Leitch VR Technology family: display four to 40 plus
channels of video with the software application val-
ues that are included in each server; at will access
means a tapeless, digital solution without transferring
files, copying video or managing multiple storage
sites.800-231-9673; fax: 757-548-4088; www.leitch.com

Circle (138) on Free Info Card

Data broadcast system
Triveni Digital SkyScraper DB-10: extensible modu-
lar platform for end -to -end secure data broadcasting;
allows operators to insert interactive TV contents in
DTV transport streams; DataFab module allows infor-
mation providers to specify information contents and
broadcast schedules; DataHub module allows for the
allocation, scheduling and metering of the bandwidth.
609-716-3505; fax: 609-716-3503; www.TriveniDigital.com

Circle (139) on Free Info Card

Video -on -demand solution
Streaming2l streaming solution: system allows for
the delivery of broadcast -quality video and audio streams
through global IP networks to interactive set -top boxes;
this allows viewers to watch programming when they
want rather than having to wait for a pre-programmed
broadcast time to watch a limited number of movies;
created in conjunction with Neon Technology and
Sigma Designs; Streaming2l will contribute carrier -
class delivery and a content distribution platform, to
which Neon will add their Surf Ready set -top box en-
vironment, which will use Sigma Designs' decoder
chips to allow for easy Internet access and high -qual-
ity video. 888-88STREAM; www.streaming21.com

Circle (140) on Free Info Card
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Satellite recording system
Sundance Digital Intelli-Sat: automated system al-
lows all network users to schedule satellite records
from desktops; program controls dish positions, tunes
receivers, assigns a machine to record material and
switches the router; available as a complete schedul-
ing and automation solution or as single task -specific
modules. 972-444-8442; fax: 972-444-8450;
www.SundanceDigital.com

Circle (141) on Free Info Card

Digital audio delay unit
Symetrix 6100 Broadcast Audio Delay: first in the
AirTools family; 24 -bit digital delay unit prevents un-
wanted profanity from reaching the airwaves; the unit
delays the program until up to 20 seconds of 20kHz
bandwidth stereo audio is stored in memory; if a per-
son on a telephone line says something inappropri-
ate, it can be dumped before it is aired; unit offers
additional features, including an automation inter-
face, for network broadcasts. 425-787-3222; fax: 425-
787-3211; www.symetrixaudio.com.

Circle (142) on Free Info Card

Video delivery system
Tandberg IP MultiStreamer: system allows TV and
on -demand services to be delivered over IP broadband
networks; places the majority of the decoding and trans-
lation functionality at the network headend so less com-
plex set -top boxes are needed in customers' homes;
combines an integrated receiver and descrambling so-
lution with new MPEG-2 processing elements; can re-
ceive, decode and process transmissions from a digital
satellite transponder, digital cable headend or digital
terrestrial transmitter; splits the MPEG-2 stream into
single program streams, which are then transmitted as
IP Multicast sessions over the xDSL network. 949-757-
0488; fax: 949-757-0489; www.tandbergtv.com

Circle (143) on Free Info Card

Waveform monitor
Tektronix WFM700: multistandard, multiformat,
modular monitoring/measurement platform; offers
multiple display options - including industry -stan-
dard Vector, Diamond, and Arrowhead displays and
typical waveform and data displays - to simplify the
task of ensuring legal and valid signals and facilitate
system design and integration; also features HD and
SD eye -pattern measurements, jitter measurement dis-
plays and Ethernet connectivity. 800-835-9433; 503-
627-7111; fax: 503-222-1542; www.tektronix.com

Circle (144) on Free Info Card
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Media delivery software
Telestream FlipFactory: eliminates encoding process
by "flipping" source files into user -specified formats
and forwarding the files to appropriate servers in
Internet time; software simultaneously transcodes
source video into multiple streaming and bit rates and
sends it to FTP servers, web servers, caching networks
and individual mailboxes in the format needed;
Flipware architecture also allows for enhancements
such as noise reduction and the addition of water-
marks during the process; simple, automated solution
runs on a standard Windows NT or Windows 2000.
877-CLPMAIL; 530-470-1300; fax: 530-470-1301;
www.telestream.net

Circle (145) on Free Info Card

Intercom
Telex BTR-800: two -channel, fully UHF intercom sys-
tem; allows two distinct channels of intercom to be
accessed by one or more wireless extensions to the
intercom system; user -synthesized to allow broadcast-
ers to keep intercom systems clear of other wireless
equipment; allows users to send a dry line -level audio
signal at +8dB to a given destination, allowing users
to trigger a two-way radio and route audio over it or
any closure -activated device. 800-392-3497; 952-884-
4051; fax: 952-884-0043; www.telex.com

Circle (146) on Free Info Card

Media delivery platform
Terayon CherryPicker 7000: system optimizes band-
width; statistical remultiplexing technology allows op-
erators to unbundle and combine compressed streams
from a variety of input sources in order to create an
output multiplex to deliver customized programming;
real-time switching and splicing take place completely
in the compressed digital domain; system is capable
of changing bit rates from input to output; provides
seamless integration of remote and local video and
audio, digital ad insertion, and other operator -pro-
vided content. 888-7TERAYON; www.terayon.com

Circle (147) on Free Info Card

Switcher
Thomcast Communications Amethyst: offers ad-
vanced switching of MPEG-2 transport streams; fea-
tures continuous signal monitoring and analysis for
real-time switchover triggering with no synchroniza-
tion loss, as well as a dual power supply and switch-
ing on DVB-PI ASI and M2S signals; allows users to
select parameters to trigger switchover; also features
RS -232 and RS -485 interfaces for local control. 413-
569-0116; fax: 413-569-0679; www.thomcastcom.com

Circle (148) on Free Info Card

Digital video mixer
Thomson Broadcast Alteo: designed for applications
from 1.5 M/E to 3.5 M/E; module -based architecture
allows operators to combine panels of different sizes
to meet their needs; features can be configured "live."
800-882-1824; 201-569-1650; fax: 201-569-1511;
www.thomson broad .com

Circle (149) on Free Info Card

Stream monitoring and analysis system
Triveni Digital StreamScope MT -20: allows users to
monitor, measure, record and analyze properties of an
ATSC DTV broadcast stream using a graphical interface.
609-716-3505; fax: 609-716-3503; www. TriveniDigital.com

Circle (150) on Free Info Card
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SYNAPSE, THE MODULAR MEDIA SYSTEM THAT OFFERS:

High density (18 cards in 4RU)

Flexible remote control capabilities

Ethernet based

I Remote controllable with a web -browser

I Remote firmware updates through the internet

Combined logic to lower system cost

Reduced amount of re -clocking stages

Full monitoring of all parameters

Audio level control and channel swapping

0 Card swapping with automatic update of card settings

Digital Design
THE MARK OF DIGITAL ACHIEVEMENT

AXON DIGITAL DESIGN BV THE NETHERLANDS, PHONE: +31 13 511 6666. UNITED KINGDOM, PHONE: +44 118 973 8920. U.S.A., PHONE: +1 888 919 9379 (U.S.A. toll free).

http://www.axon.tv E-mail: info@axon.tv

Circle (25) on Free Info Card
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Digital/analog router
Utah Scientific UTAH -300: offers several frame sizes
to provide for modular growth and space -efficient
rack planning; features reasonable cross -point densi-
ties and allows analog and serial digital signals in the
same frame; efficient 32x32 building block provides a
balance between frame density and modularity. 801-
524-9999; fax: 801-524-0555; www.utahscientific.com

Circle (151) on Free Info Card
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High -definition decoders
Vela CineCast HD/1 and CineCast HD/2: single- and
dual -channel SCSI -based high -definition 4:2:0 MPEG-
2 decoders support all 18 ATSC formats, including stan-
dard HDTV resolutions; decode DVB- and ARIB-com-
pliant transport streams, receiving command and
media data through an Ultra SCSI -2 LVDS interface;
systems also provide dual -channel stereo decoding of
MPEG layer audio, Dolby Digital (AC -3) or AAC audio.
727-507-5300; fax: 727-507-5311; www.vela.com

Circle (152) on Free Info Card

Graphics system
viEzirt video engine: system combines graphics and
content management with an internal digital disk re-
corder in a PC architecture; allows post graphics to be
mixed with real-time graphics live; also provides motion
graphics authoring, rendering and playback. 877-955-
2230; 212-463-9902; fax: 212-463-9931; www.vizrt.com

Circle (153) on Free Info Card

Test and measurement equipment
Videotek STM-350: allows users to monitor multiple
transmitter sites and multiple stations from a central
location; provides full -confidence video and audio
streaming for live motion images and stereo audio
from Videotek's VTM-300 and VTM400HD systems;
offers increased ability to view real-time waveforms,
vector, video and audio displays using standard LAN,
WAN or Internet connections. 610-327-2292; fax: 610-
327-9295; www.videotek.com

Circle (154) on Free Info Card

Test and measurement system
Videotek VTM-200: new version of multiformat on-
screen monitor includes composite display output; al-
lows users to monitor and measure 601 and ES digital
and composite analog (NTSC or PAL) video and audio
signals; output display includes video picture, wave-
form, vector or optional audio. 800-800-5719; 610-327-
2292; fax: 610-327-9295; www.videotek.com

Circle (155) on Free Info Card

Tripod
Vinten Pozi-loc: new range with innovative positive
action and cam -operated clamps for secure locking.
845-268-0100; fax: 845-267-0113; www.vinten.com

Circle (156) on Free Info Card

Rack mounting card frame
Ward -Beck Systems Serialboxx: comprises a versa-
tile rack mounting card frame and a series of plug-in
amplifier modules; the various amplifier modules are
designed to handle analog and digital video signals;
plug-in models include serial digital video, AES au-
dio, analog video and analog audio modules. 800-771-
2556; 416-335-5999; fax: 416-335-5202;
www.wbsltd.com

Circle (157) on Free Info Card

Portable downconverters
YEM HDC-2000 and HDC-3000 HD: HDC-2000 con-
verts from HD analog signals to SD -SDI 4:2:2 signals
and SD analog composite signals; output is 1080/25
(sF) in PAL and NTSC; features include 2:3 pull -down
processing at p (sF) input and squeeze, letterbox, and
edge -crop aspect ratio conversion modes; the HDC-
3000 is exclusively for digital signal conversions: HD -
SDI to SD -SDI 4:2:2 and HD SDI; both units respond to
four input signal formats: 1080/23.976p (sF), 1080/
29.97p (sF), 1080/59.92i and 1080/25.00 (sF). 310-544-
9343; fax: 310-544-9363; www.yem.com

Circle (158) on Free Info Card
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Teleprompter software
QTV WinCueLT: upgrade to QCPWIN prompter pro-
gram; operates in a Windows95/98NT environment;
features spell check, hard copy and support for thou-
sands of scalable True Type fonts; system is multilin-
gual; inserts error marks while scrolling; operates on
a laptop or desktop; no preview screen is needed. 212-
460-9050; fax: 212-328-1699; www.qtv.com

Circle (159) on Free Info Card

Broadcast towers
Richland Towers broadcast towers: Richland of-
fers custom -designed tower lease programs and multi -
tenant tower projects to provide broadcasters with
the highest allowable FAA tower heights and maxi-
mum FCC antenna CORs. 813-286-4140; fax: 813-286-
4130; www.richlandtowers.com

Circle (160) on Free Info Card

Digital test transmitter
Rohde & Schwarz SFQ: frequency agile test trans-
mitter modulates MPEG-2 transport streams to inter-
national RF standards including ATSC/8VSB, ITU-T/
1.83B, DVB S/C and DVB-T; precise amounts of gaussan
noise can be added for establishing receiver C/N speci-
fications; multiple ensembles up to 12 fading paths
can be inserted. 410-910-7800; fax: 410-910-7801;
www.rohde-schwarz.com

Circle (161) on Free Info Card

AES synchronous digital audio
Sierra Video Systems Yosemite: available in 3RU
64x64, 4RU 96x96 and 5RU 128x128 matrix sizes; mod-
ule filters audio stream inputs at any rate through its
internal sample rate converter and converts to the
desired output sample rate; also features optional
"bypass mode," which allows the input synchronizing
circuit to be bypassed for non-AES/EBU signals. 530-
478-1000; fax: 530-478-1105; www.sierra video.com

Circle (162) on Free Info Card

Broadband antenna
RFS Broadcast RD Series: designed for
the digital NTSC/DTV market; wideband
(100MHz), low VSWR, low wind load; allows
use of a single UHF TV antenna for multi-
channel NTSC/DTV applications; features
include single or dual option, power rating
up to 200kW NTSC and top- or side -mount
configuration. 203-239-3311; 203-239-
9260; www.rfsamericas.com

Circle (163) on Free Info Card

Master control switcher
Ross Video CDK-111: single DA -sized
card provides video mixing, keyer with
built-in animated logo storage and
frame synchronizers for every input;
other features include full preview,
program bypass relay and automa-
tion port. 613-652-4886; fax: 613-
652-4425; www.rossvideo.com

Circle (164) on Free Info Card
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Solving the Digital Puzzle

imaging Series
Video/HDTV/Audio

Interfaces
picoLink

Miniature Converters

MIR
Aquila

Upconverter
Multi -Image

Display Processors

MIL
Audio/Video
HD/Telecom

Routing Switchers

Alp
DV -Bridge
IEEE -1394

Audio /Video CODEC

Fix your Incoming Feeds
The Miranda imaging Series provides broadcasters with the most integrated and compact
solution for decoding, equalizing, synchronizing, processing and adjusting video and audio
signals regardless of original format. All the functionality you need on two compact cards,
allowing multiple channels per frame to be fixed.. Connect to this our highly adapted control
solution and you will be able to weather the worst of feeds with ease..

Series Solution

Miranda Technologies Inc.: tel.: 514.333.1772, ussales@miranda.com Miranda Europe S.A.: eurosales@miranda.com Miranda Asia KK: asiasales@miranda.com
www.miranda.com

Circle (26) on Free Info Card



Multiviewer solutions
Zandar Technologies HiResolution MultiViewer/
DX series MultiViewer: the HiResolution
MultiViewer is equipped with up to 26 inputs; pro-
vides optional genlock to a computer graphic input
and a high -resolution output programmable up to
SXGA; the DX series delivers modular configurations
for four, eight, 12 or 16 SDI or composite analog in-
puts, with auto detect of NTSC, PAL or SDI formats.
408-782-9725; fax: 408-782-9825; www.zandar.com

Circle (165) on Free Info Card
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Media converter
Laird Telemedia LTM-5500: professional bi-direc-
tional analog -to -digital FireWire media converter fea-
tures component, composite, Y/C and DV in and
out; offers balanced audio I/O and is PAL and NTSC
compatible. 800-898-0759; 914-339-9555; fax: 914-339-
0231; www.lairdtelemedia.com
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DSNG encoder
Scopus CODICO E-1700: features built-in modulator
to allow for encoding and modulation in one unit.
858-618-1600; fax: 858-618-1615; www.tadiranscopus.com
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Video delivery platform
SeaChange International VIP Streamer: platform
for high -bandwidth video delivery over TCP/IP net-
works; NT/Pentium-based hardware and software so-
lution incorporates RAID -5 storage and complete sys-
tem redundancy. 978-897-0100; fax: 978-897-0132;
www.schange.com

Circle (168) on Free Info Card

Audio/video monitoring
Wohler VAMP -3 SDI: allows users to monitor audio
and video from two selectable SDI digital and one com-
posite analog video source; also includes four auxil-
iary AES inputs and eight analog audio inputs; fea-
tures built-in seven-inch widescreen color LCD for con-
fidence monitoring. 888-596-4537; 650-589-5676; fax:
650-589-1355; www.wohler.com

Circle (169) on Free Info Card

Robotic pan -and -tilt head
Radamec 433 Weather -Cam: new robotic pan -and -
tilt head is designed for severe weather conditions;
also provides surveillance at long range; sturdy gear-
boxes maintain stability in strong winds and support
up to 44 pounds; can be controlled from four sepa-
rate control panels, with extra controls for weather-
proof housing functions. 877-RADAMEC; 732-246-
0906; fax: 732-448-1184; www.radamec.com

Circle (170) on Free Info Card

Virtual studio system
For -A digiWarp-EX: simple, cost-effective virtual stu-
dio system with 2048x2048 pixel, high -resolution back-
ground that prevents picture deterioration during
zooms; easy system setup and breakdown for in-
creased mobility when changing studio locations; auto
defocus background in response to camera zoom. 212-
861-2758; fax: 212-861-2793; www.for-a.com

Circle (171) on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

Digital Video Conversion and Interface Products by AJA Video

PCI Cards a
HD-NTV PCI Bus HD -SDI Video Interface/Framestore $7900
SD-NTV PCI Bus SDI Streaming Video Interface $2,395

Miniature Converters
HD10C HD -SDI D/A Converter w/SVGA Mode*
HD1OM HD Analog to NTSC Monitoring Downcnvrtr.*
D10C SDI to Component Analog Converter, 10 -bit *
D1OA Component Analog to SDI Converter, 10 -bit*
D4E Serial Encoder, SDI to NTSC/PAL or Y/C*
D5CE Serial Encoder, SDI to NTSC/PAL /w Component*
D5D Decoder, 3 -line Comb Filter, NTSC/PAL to SDI*
DWP Power Supply, 110 Volt (*requires power supply)

lack Mount Products e

$2,495
$ 800
$ 800
$1,200
$ 250
$ 375
$ 595
$ 40

R2OD Decoder, 5 -line Comb, NTSC/PAL to SDI, 10 -bit
R2OE Encoder, SDI to NTSC/PAL or Component, 10 -bit
FSG Frame Sync/Genlock Module (fits R20E/D Cards)

Ii.""1/1111111riumullR44E Four Channel SDI to NTSC/PAL Converter
RD5AD Dual Universal A/D Converter

NTSC/PAL or Component to SDI
RD5CE Dual Universal D/A Converter

SDI to NTSC/PAL or Component
R5CE Universal Monitoring Distribution Amp, 1X4
FR1D 1 -RU, Forced -Air Cooled, 4 -Slot Frame,

Dual Power Supply
FR2D 2 -RU, Forced -Air Cooled, 10 -Slot Frame

Dual Power Supply

$1,300
$1,300
$ 600
$ 990

$1,600

$1,300
$ 590

$ 895

$1,490

www.aja.com
toll free 800-251-4224
international 530-274-2048 11J,1 VIDEO

Multi -pair cables
Gepco 5596GFC series: next -
generation 11012 AES/EBU
digital audio multi -pair cable
is designed for superior elec-
trical and mechanical perfor-
mance; highly accurate for
transmission of all formats of
AES-3 digital audio, including
24 -bit, 96kHz; features an ex-
tended 12.3MHz bandwidth,
ultra -low attenuation and jit-
ter, mechanical stability, and a
11011 impedance. 800-966-
0069; fax 847-795-8770;
www.gepco.com

Circle (172) on
Free Info Card

Computer -to -video scan converter
Extron VSC 75: uses exclusive digital processing to
convert high -resolution computer video images from
as high as 1280x1024 at 60Hz down to NTSC or PAL
video for use in video recording, video conferencing
or viewing applications; offers an internal color bar
generator, two user -selectable levels of vertical filter-
ing, extensive picture adjustment controls, RS -232 con-
trol and a rack -mountable enclosure. 800-633-9876;
714-491-1517; www.extron.com

Circle (173) on Free Info Card

Instant access video server
EVS Live Slow Motion System: offers configura-
tions for production applications and for integration
in automated contribution and distribution systems;
operator control is offered through intuitive Windows -
based programs or by means of dedicated consoles if
instant access is required; various remote control pro-
tocols enable third -party automation; features Super
Split, a tool for Barker channels offering full -color
graphics and dynamic display scheduling. +32 41
22.00.70; fax: +32 42 22 22 98; www.evs.tv

Circle (174) on Free Info Card

Video playout product
Inscriber Technology LIVE!Clips: designed for use
in news, sports, weather, music and any other 24 -hour
broadcast channel; offers increased board support and
a media management module; available separately as
software and board bundle or as software only as In-
scriber E -Clips. 800-363-3400; 519-570-9111; fax: 519-
570-9140; www.inscriber.com

Circle (175) on Free Info Card
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Internet encoder
Grass Valley Group Aqua: part of the Grass Valley
Group Web Media Publishing offering; provides high
streaming throughput per rack unit of space; features
One Pass Encoding technology to pre-process, capture,
clean and encode input source and render it into mul-
tiple streaming formats at multiple rates in real time;
accessible through any standard Web browser; ad-
dresses stream bandwidth ranging from 28.8Kb/s to
greater than 2Mb/s; supports all major streaming for-
mats. 800-824-5127; fax: 530-487-3755;
www.g rassva I leyg rou p.com

Circle (176) on Free Info Card
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The 200 Series family of wireless microphone products is truly the
reference standard for performance and quality in broadcast and
motion picture production. The design includes 256 selectable
UHF frequencies, SmartSquelchTM and SmartDiversityTM adaptive
processes to optimize reception in adverse conditions, wide -range
input limiting, a dual -band compandor for superb audio quality and
the most rugged and ingenious mechanical designs available.

The UCR201 compact receiver is the newest
addition to the growing 200 Series family. This
new receiver introduces an impressive variety of
useful new features in a mid -priced wireless
system for camera -mounted ENG and field
production. All operating parameters and
functions are set with an LCD interface.

During use, the LCD display shows RF level, audio level, transmitter and receiver battery
status, diversity antenna activity and the presence of a pilot tone from its matching transmitter.
The unique features include automatic RF site surveying with a built-in spectrum analyzer to
identify interfering signals and locate clear operating frequencies. The results of the survey are
displayed in a scrollable window on the LCD screen to provide a visual presentation of all
signals present across the entire tuning range of the receiver. This is useful technology.

NO INT 1111
PWta

OFF

TX

PILOT TONE I

DISABLE UCF12100
AUDIO BAT
LEVEL

The front panel of the receiver displays all parameters of
operation with highly visible multi -color LEDs. The color shifts
from green to yellow to red as levels fall. The panel is clearly
visible in dimly lit areas, direct sunlight and at a distance.

LET -(-Lt:

The machined aluminum housing and
battery door provide a rugged package
ready for the real world. The attached

battery door rotates to open, and
securely latches in place when closed.

The UCR210D compact receiver is the epitomy of flexibility
and performance. Built around a solid aluminum monoblock
chassis, the receiver is perfectly at home in any application
in studio or field. Internal battery or external DC power let
the receiver operate anywhere.

A tracking front-end filter section automatically retunes as
the frequency is changed to stay centered over the carrier.
A high level mixer and digital pulse counting detector ensure
rock solid RF stability without intermodulation and thermal
problems. Microprocessor controlled SmartSquelchTM and
SmartDiversityTM functions adapt to changing conditions by
continuously monitoring audio level, HF content in the audio,
RF level and rate of change of RF level to determine the
optimum timing for squelch and diversity activity. This
integrated process completely eliminates noise from
dropouts at close range with aggressive squelching, yet still
provides maximum operating range when it is needed.

Get all the info and a FREE 60 page Wireless Guide!
Visit: www.lectrosonics.com/R/be0501

or call (800) 821-1121
1971

Our 30th Year

Circle (28) on Free Info Card

LECTROSONICS®
581 Laser Road, Rio Rancho, NM 87124 USA
tel (505) 892-4501 -fax (505) 892-6243
e-mail: sales@lectrosonics.com - website: www.lectrosonics.com



OPTICAL FIBER NETWORK SYSTEMS
RGB Video, AudioNoice/Data Comm Links

The Latest in Fiber Optic Technology

Experience the Future
of Fiber Optic Broadcasting

The DVX-5000 uncompressed digital
transport system is opening up a new realm

in broadcasting using advanced
DiGIBANDTm technology

from Opticomm.

DIGIBANDTM
HDTV, DVB & SDI Systems

DVX-5000
Fiber Optic Serial Digital Video
Uncompressed Digital Transport

DIGIBANDTmDVX-5000
The Next Generation in Fiber Optic Transmission

 Singlemode (1310, 1550nm) 20dB ased 40Km operation over

 Component Video per SMPTE 259M:S2M, ITU-R 601 CCIR 656
 143/177/270/360/540/600Mb/c- 'SW igital EDI/ DI

 10 Bit Code Uncompressed 0-

 Complies with ANSI/SMPTE 21.2.: :4:4:4 da

 Compatible with NTSC, PAL, aid SECALAI /deo signals
 Digital Audio AES/EBU Tech 3250E 24 bi:s
 Not susceptible to EMI or RFI &
 Desk -Top Stand Alone or Rack -M

OPTICOMM designs and
manufactures high quality
baseband broadcast fiber optic
video, audio and data
transmission equipment. Our
products offer solutions to a
wide range of applications
demanding high quality
transparent fiber optic
transmission.

one fiber

ansmission

ck Mount C

10 Slots/2

0 rporation
6046 Cor t. W. #209

San Diego, ornia 92121

(358) 450-0143
fax (358) 450-0155

kifo@ Dpticomm.com



OPTIC 414 M
OPTICAL FIBER NETWORK SYSTEMS

RGB Video, AudioNoice/Data Comm Links
The Latest in Fiber Optic Technology

Transmitter

Full Duplex T3 &E3
Fiber Optic Data Link

Dual/Quad/Eigh
Video/Audio/Data

Duplex Video FM with Multiple (Ste
Audio and/or Data for PTZ Link

Fiber
Receiver

CCTV Video Mini/Micro/Std
Composite & Mono/Sync Link

High Resolution RGB-Video HDTV,
VGA, SVGA RGB/SUN/SGI/HP

Data 8 Channel MUX Data DTCR-1,
ice, TTL, Contact Systems Rack and 19 c

Desk -Top Card
k Mount Chassis

Video FM with Simplex (Stereo)
Audio or Data for PTZ Link

m Corporation 6046 Cornerstone Ct. W. #209  San Diego, California
Phone (858) 450-0143  Fax (858) 450-0155
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Routers
Grass Valley Group Concerto, Tempo and Bravo
routers: offer a flexible, future -proof design for a va-
riety of applications - from multiscreen presentations
to video and audio over broadband networks to tra-
ditional television -related uses; Concerto series fea-
tures FlexFrame technology to enable format mixing
within a single frame while supporting SD and HD
video signals, and AES/EBU digital audio; Tempo se-
ries offers FlexPoint technology that lets users config-
ure 34 ports as I/Os; Bravo series provides entry-level
series of fixed -configuration utility routers. 800-824-5127;
fax: 530-487-3755; www.grassvalleygroup.com

Circle (177) on Free Info Card
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Modular charging system
Anton/Bauer Interactive 2000 PowerChargers: in-
clude two- and four -position chargers, a choice of
power ratings, diagnostic module, charge expansion
adapters and standard AC mains adapter to power
cameras; software updates allow charging of new bat-
tery chemistries. 203-929-1100; fax: 203-929-9935;
www.antonbauer.com

Circle (178) on Free Info Card

Audio device tester
ASACA/Shibasoku AM70A Analyzer: audio ana-
lyzer can deliver test results in less than 100ms; pro-
vides precise measurements of audio signal output
characteristics such as signal level and distortion for
all types of audio devices. 303-278-1111; fax: 303-278-
0303; www.asaca.com

Circle (179) on Free Info Card

D/A converter
Audio Technologies Inc. DM200: accepts AES/EBU
format digital audio data via 11012 XLR and 7552 BNC
and RCA connectors; 24 -bit, 96kHz D/A converter feeds
stereo headphone drivers, balanced audio line out-
puts and a stereo LED meter; input sample rates of
32-, 44.1-, 48-, 82.2- and 96kHz are decoded and indi-
cated with a front -panel display; a data "valid" light
indicates that there have been no data or transmis-
sion errors. 800-959-0307; fax 215-443-0394;
www.atiguys.com

Circle (180) on Free Info Card

Newsroom automation system
Autocue Q Series: comprises Q -Net scripting and
prompting, Q -News newsroom tools, Q -Media media
asset management and QTX transmission automation;
new system features the ability to combine manual and
automated transmission, allowing manually -controlled
items to be inserted into an automated sequence. 704-
377-1496; fax 704-377-6336; www.autocue..co.uk

Circle (181) on Free Info Card

Digital cinema player
Avica FilmStore: employs Avica's Digital Media Plat-
form featuring compression- and encryption -indepen-
dent hardware and software; can be used as a stand-
alone playback device or in a server configuration;
load -in, playlist creation, management and mainte-
nance functions including disk drive replacement can
be accomplished without interrupting playback. 800-
706-0077; fax: 310-450-5353; www.avitech.com

Circle (182) on Free Info Card

Newsroom system
Avid NewsCutter XP 2.0: new release offers full sup-
port for Avid Unity for News, including MediaManager
and TransferManager; allows user to edit while re-
cording; features auto voiceover, which allows one
keystroke setup for voiceovers; Script -based I/O allows
the insertion or deletion of words and changing the
timing of edits; send to playback lets users keep edit-
ing while moving a story to AirSPACE or another play-
back server. 800 -949 -AVID; fax: 978-640-1366;
www.avid.com

Circle (183) on Free Info Card
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Windows -based still store
AVS StillBank: PC -based system includes PC, output
card and software; produces full broadcast -quality (32 -

bit) pictures in bitmap format; compositing is per-
formed in real time and image importation is possible;
offers and I/O GPI trigger to be used with Man uScript
2000 Series CGs. 801-975-9799; fax: 801-975-0970;
www.aysgmedia.com

Circle (184) on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

Innovations you deserve, Quality you expect

Terminal
Equipment.

Tactical Fiber

Routing and Loss Detectors0 rC:O
Jo

Serving ABC, AT&T, CBS, CNBC, CNN, CT DOT, FOX, GSA, KRIV, KOMO, MN DOT, NASA, SBC, Sprint, ICI,

Time Warner, Turner, Verizon, Williams, WABC, WB, WCBS, WGN, WNBC, WNYW, UPN, US Air Force...

BUY 01111111

MULTIDYNE
Video and Fiber Optic Systems

Serving Our Customers For 25 Years

In the USA and Canada call 1 -(800) -4W -TEST
1-(800)-488-8378, (516)-671-7278, FAX (516)-671-3362

info@multidyne.com www.multidyne.com

Please call or VISIT our Web Site for product information

ADVERTISEMENT

el-7Mz
WWW. evertz.com

Phone: 905-335-3700
Fax: 905-335-3573

Model F9-2410MD
HDCAM HDSDI

Monitoring Downconverter
The F9-2410AID is an essential tool for your SONY HDW-F900
HDCAIIL The F9-2410AID uses the full resolution digital data output
from the camera to provide full image down -converted composite
analog outputs for local and remote monitoring. The rugged light
weight F9 -241011D attaches to the rear of the HDCA.tI and has an
integrated battery mount for easy installation and use.

Circle 30 on Free Info Card
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Today's broadcasting requires the
seamless integration of stills, clips, and animation

Show openings
Bumpers
Instant cues
Live playback

Images courtesy of TSN

"Kaydara mediastore provided
us with instant cues to images
and animations, all the stuff we
use to dress up our [Olympic
coverage]. Trying to create
these effects without Kaydara
mediastore would have been a
nightmare for us."
- Paul McLean, producer, TSN

What if you could get everything you need to
play back cutting -edge live broadcast content
in a single unit?

Kaydara mediastore is the only broadcast
solution on the market that supports stills, clips,
and animation in one reliable, easy -to -use, and
cost-effective workstation.

Kaydara mediastore - the integrated and
scalable mixed -media solution for live
broadcasting.

 Stills, clips, and multi -layered animation in one box
 Intuitive user -interface minimizes ramp -up times
 Reliable and cost-effective
 Easy to integrate with existing equipment
 Perfect for everything from show dressing to

complete productions

To learn more about Kaydara products:
- Visit www.kaydara.com
- E -Mail at info@kaydara.com
- Call 1-888-842-6842 (North America)

or 1-514-842-8446

kaydara
Delivering the mixedmediaTM pipeline

Circle (32) on Free Info Card



Modular signal processing system
Axon Synapse: system is high density, offering 18 cards
in 4RU; offers flexible remote control capabilities,
Ethernet -based remote control interface; is Internet
enabled and receives updates of firmware through
Internet connection; allows full monitoring of all pa-
rameters, audio level control and channel swapping.
+31 13511 6666; fax: +31 13 511 4151; www.axon.nl

Circle (185) on Free Info Card

Broadcast video marker
Boeckeler Instruments Pointmaker PVI 64: gen-
erates an SDI key signal from any markings made by
the presenter, after which a broadcast switcher cuts
the SDI video and fills the marked area with a gener-
ated color matte; provides marking and drawing fea-
tures for marking of details in complex images during
live broadcasts. 520-745-0001; fax: 520-745-0004;
www.boeckeler.com

Circle (186) on Free Info Card

Timecode generator
Brainstorm Electronics SR -3R: specifically designed
timecode reader/generator repairs dropouts, reduces
jitter and corrects timecode to phase align with video;
housed in a small half -rack enclosure, its front panel
features a large timecode reader and LEDs to identify
format and video phase; can also be used as a timecode
generator to create new code. 323-845-1155; fax: 323-
245-1170; www.brainstormtime.com

Circle (187) on Free Info Card
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SDI safe area generator
Broadcast Video Systems (BVS) MA -100: inserts
any combination of 4:3, 16:9, 14:9 safe title, safe ac-
tion, center cross into SDI picture; displays letterbox,
side panels and stores 10 user -defined patterns. 905-
764-1584; fax: 905-764-7438; www.bvs.ca

Circle (188) on Free Info Card

Server control
BUF Technology Spot Server Management Sys-
tem: compact controller for video servers; individual
clips, fill and matte (key) clips, or multiple clips are
easily loaded for playback to save time and space for
the operator; sequences of trimmed clips can be eas-
ily combined, created or loaded for playback. 858-451-
1350; fax: 858-451-6589; www.buftek.com

Circle (189) on Free Info Card

Transmitter remote control
Burk Technology ARCPIus: provides fast response,
more sites and an enhanced feature set; up to 60x
faster for instantaneous updates, allowing connection
with more sites; available in dial -up, full-time and
multi -site configurations; flexible and expandable
with the ability to control from the front panel as well
as options of telephone access and computer control
for walk -away operations. 978-486-0086; fax: 978-486-
0081; www.burk.com

Circle (190) on Free Info Card

Digital audio mixing console
Calrec Audio Alpha 100: fifth -generation desk fea-
turing an assignable digital control surface; provides
48 multitrack/matrix outputs, 20 auxiliary buses, eight
audio groups and four main outputs - each of which
can be simultaneously mono, stereo or surround; all
desk functions are memorized to snapshots and full -
system reset is achieved without audio interruption. +44
1422 842 159; fax: +44 1422 845 244; www.calrec.com

Circle (191) on Free Info Card

Future -proof lenses
Canon ENG/EFP lenses: engineered to maximize
camera performance in every format for ENG, EFP, stu-
dio and field production. 800-321-4388; fax: 201-816-
2909; www.canonbroadcast.com

Circle (192) on Free Info Card

Tilt focus lenses
Century Precision Optics HD Tilt -focus lenses: in-
cludes 24-, 45- and 90mm for B4 mount; each lens pro-
vides 360 degrees of rotation and eight degrees of
tilt in any direction, offering good control of the sub-
ject focus range. 818-766-37156; fax: 818-505-9865;
www.centuryoptics.com

Circle (193) on Free Info Card

10 -channel video multiplexer
Communications Specialties Pure Digital
Fiberlink Multiplexer: transmits up to 10 channels
of baseband analog video and optional two-way data
(RS -232, RS -422, RS -485); features all -digital process-
ing and signaling; system transmits high -quality sig-
nal with no crosstalk or interference. 888-4 FAX NOW;
631-273-0404; fax: 631-273-1638; www.comm
special.com

Circle (194) on Free Info Card

Nonlinear editing suite
FAST Sales US silver: offers MPEG-2 I -frame com-
pression, with an uncompressed option available; edit
in real time, with background rendering; add the
InTime Option to further enhance speed; customizable
user profiles, keyboard and interface; unlimited num-
ber of video, graphic and audio layers; next -genera-
tion flexibility provides the capability to work with
multiple digital and analog formats, including SDI,
DV, YUV, composite and YC. 800 -249 -FAST;
www.fastsalesus.com
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Video transmission system
Fiber Options B703V: transmits Y/C video or two
channels of full -frame, real-time composite video over
a single fiber; 8MHz bandwidth provides clear high -
resolution images; FM demodulation ensures the im-
age quality remains high over the full operating dis-
tance; diagnostic LEDs on the transmitter and receiver
monitor the status of the video and optical signals.
800-342-3748; fax: 516-567-8322; www.fiberoptions.com

Circle (196) on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

Television Automation
Solutions

Winning Service
Breakthrough Pricing

High -resolution switcher
Folsom Research ScreenPro: offers seamless
switching of all video formats (15- to 130kHz and
up to 1600x1280 resolution); offers eight high -
resolution inputs with both main and preview
outputs; scales each of the eight inputs to one
programmable output format matching the na-
tive resolution of the chosen technology -
multisync monitor, plasma display, video wall or
projector. 888 -414 -SCAN; fax: 916-859-2515;
www.folsom.com

Circle (197) on Free Info Card
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LCD displays
 I/O configurations
 Input carrier detection
 Matrix status

Internal
international
power supply

Large tactile
illuminated buttons

Automatic
cable equalization

Data rates
up to 360 Mb/s

8 inputs with
equalized & buffered

loop-throughs

SMPTE 259M
compliant

8 outputs on
dual buffered &
re -clocked BNCs

DIGITAL XPOINT

16 presets

External
reference

2 levels of controls

Extron Matrix Switchers Go Digital
Introducing Digital XPoint-the new line of digital matrix
switchers from Extron Electronics. The Digital )(Point matrix
switcher line is the ideal solution for switching multiple serial digital
video signals to multiple digital video sources in production studios,
staging applications, non-linear editing suites, and broadcast studios.

Currently, the Digital )(Point line includes two models: the
DXP 88 SDI (eight input, eight output) model and the
DXP 44 SDI (four input, four output) model. Digital XPoint
matrix switchers come standard with front panel control. Remote
control is available using Extron's remote keypad (MKP 1000)
and/or remote control panel (MCP 1000). Control using a third
party control system can be done via RS -232 or RS -422.

Features:
 Inputs with equalized and buffered loop-throughs

 Outputs on two buffered and re -clocked BNCs

 Automatic rate selection-the matrix can automatically accept
four SMPTE 259M data rates, including: 143, 177, 270,
360 Mb/s. It's capable of switching 4fsc (composite) or 4:2:2
(component) serial digital video transmission standards

 Automatic input cable equalization-typically equalizes greater
than 300m at 270 Mb/s of Extron SHR or equivalent high
quality cable

 Digital Sync Validation Processing (DSVPTm)-when input
serial data is locked, the matrix indicates the presence of a carrier
source and data rate

 16 global memory presets
 Extron's Simple Instruction Set (SISTM) for easy to use

RS -232 control

C.fAs-
, 3

61

4.a 6,-.011011

Preview I Camera 1

Preview 2 Camera 2

VSC 300D
Video Scan Converter

Character
Logo Generator

For complete details, visit Extron's Web site at:
www.extron.com/4/digitabcpoint

Extron, Electronics
800.633.9876  www.extron.com

RS -232 or
RS -422 control

Remote
Control Panel

RS232

RS422 Serial
Communications

MCP 1000
Remote Control

Panel

, External
Reference

Vedia
Servers

Vector
Scope

Program

Preview

Digital Video
Edit Station

Extron Electronics, USA Extron Electronics, Europe Extron Electronics, Asia Extron Electronics Information
1230 South Lewis Street, Anaheim, CA 92805 Beeldschermweg 6C, 3821 All Amersfoort 135 Joo Seng Rd. #04-01, PM Industrial Bldg. ExtronWEBTM: www.extron.com
800.633.9876 714.491.1500 FAX 714.491.1517 +31.33.453.4040 FAX +31.33.453.4050 +65.383.4400 FAX +65.383.4664 ExtronFAXTM: 714.491.0192
USA The Netherlands Singapore 368363 24 -hour access-worldwide!

Copyright © 2001 Extron Electronics. All rights reserved. All trademarks mentioned are the property of their respective owners.
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Dual -path video synchronizer
Forte! DTV FS -412: synchronizes composite and SDI
video using independent processing paths instead of
a single path; 12 -bit composite digital path bypasses
the decoder and encoder to avoid decoding artifacts
in the composite video output; employs multidimen-
sional comb filtering to eliminate quantizing errors
and comb filter artifacts of conventional decoders.
800-530-5542; fax: 404-885-1501; www.forteldtv.com

Circle (198) on Free Info Card
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Digital production switcher
Ross Video Synergy 1: 16 -input, single-MLE version
of Synergy Series switchers; features include
aspectizers for simultaneous 4:3 and 16:9 production,
2D DVE, preview overlay and Ultimatte Insider. 613-
652-4886; fax: 613-652-4425; www.rossvideo.com

Circle (199) on Free Info Card

HDTV Cine-style lens set
Fujinon XA87x Lenses: offer 87x magnification for
extreme close-ups and high image quality; lenses fea-
ture focal lengths up to 2300mm; XA87 series is avail-
able with an optional integrated image stabilizer. 800-
553-6611; fax: 973-633-5216; www.fujinon.com

Circle (200) on Free Info Card

Interconnectivity products
Geffen ex -tend -it ADC -1005/R: extends DVI and
ADC connection monitor signals up to 330 feet from
a computer equipped with appropriate video cards;
extension, fiber optics and CAT -5 cables may be used
for the extension. 800-545-6900; www.gefen.com

Circle (201) on Free Info Card

Test & measurement scopes
Hamlet Video International Monitor Scope and
Digi Scope: compact, low -power on -screen display,
SDI analog video and audio signal monitor; Monitor
Scope offers a built-in LCD display; both are capable
of serial digital video analysis measurement and moni-
toring, and with additional options also handle com-
ponent analog video, YCrCb, GBR, composite video
and audio in embedded AES/EBU and analog formats.
+44 0500 625 525; fax: +44 1494 791 283;
www.hamlet.co.uk

Circle (202) on Free Info Card
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Studio furniture
Mager Systems computer hard drive pullout: fea-
tured a full -extension rotating carriage in which the
hard drive sits; carriage pulls out of the cabinet and
rotates 180 degrees to give complete access to com-
puter wiring; cabinet is insulated with sound acoustic
treatment, baffling and ventilation. 623-780-0045; fax:
623-780-9860.

Circle (203) on Free Info Card

Cable reels
Hannay Reels AV -1 Se-
ries: specifically designed
for broadcast, the AV -1
series features welded
channels for stacking that
promote maximum trans-
port and storage effi-

ciency; a removable side -
mounted connector panel allows

for complete customization of XLR
and/or BNC connector patterns. 877 -GO -REELS; fax:
800 -REELING; www.hannay.com
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ADVERTISEMENT

WebCAST  BroadCAST  DataCAST  NetCAST

AnyCAST !

a Application Ready Computing & Power

 Technology for 24x7 High -Availability

 World-wide Agency Approvals

 Long -Term Continuity of Supply

 Total OEM Program Support

Mem

1-888-307-7892

widiUtagii!nix.conli

Central monitoring and control
Harris Broadcast Manager: system enables stations,
groups or networks to monitor and control hardware,
software and associated networks from a central lo-
cation; uses scalable client -server architecture that can
operate in either a centralized or a distributed con-
figuration; features standard interfaces for devices
equipped with SNMP-compliant agents. 800-622-0022;
fax: 513-459-3890; www.harris.com

Circle (205) on Free Info Card
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Coaxial transmission line
Andrew MacXLine: two new versions -4 1/16
inch and 6 1/18 inch, 500, feature thermally com-
pensated transmission line; made from high -con-
ductivity copper tubing; bellows section incorpo-
rated in the inner conductors; inner connectors
are captivated and use tensioned springfingers for
maximum contact force. 708-349-3300; fax: 708-
349-5444; www.andrew.com.

Circle (206) on Free Info Card

Automation and control system
Omnibus Colossus: provides multichannel,
multiformat delivery; designed to bridge the gap be-
tween video, audio, Internet and data -streaming ap-
plications; features Cache Manager, which represents
graphically the amount of space available on each of
the servers and shows the media flow between them.
530-470-1700; fax: 530-470-1718; www.omnibus.tv.

Circle (207) on Free Info Card

Datacasting services
Harris Push and Interactive Services: unidirectional
push services enable broadcasters to deliver Internet
content to personal computers equipped with RF cards
or personal storage devices in the home, as well as
interactive TV services that enable the viewer to ac-
cess data directly from the TV set by activating an icon
on the screen. 800-622-0022; fax: 513-459-3890;
www.harris.com

Circle (208) on Free Info Card
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Switchable HD camera
Hitachi Denshi HDTV cameras: integrated, switch -
able, automated pan/tilt cameras offer simultaneous
HD and NTSC video and are 1080i, 480 and 720p ca-
pable with downconversion available; cameras are
portable and feature studio adapters similar to the
new SA -777 studio adapter; feature digital process-
ing, 2.2 million pixel CCDs, constant operation in 16:9
HDTV format, 1200 TVL of resolution and f8.0 at 2000
lux sensitivity. 516-921-7200; fax: 516-496-3718;
www.hdal.com

Circle (209) on Free Info Card
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Test generators
Horita SVS-50: self-contained video system outputs
standby full/SMPTE color bars with a source ID video
overlay whenever a loss of normal video is detected;
video overlay can be up to nine liens of 20 characters
each and can include a time and date display. 949-
489-0240; fax: 949-489-0242; www.horita.com

Circle (210) on Free Info Card
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The World's Smallest Master Control Switched
You Just Know that People are Going to Talk.

The Ross CDK-111
is the worlds smallest
digital master control
switcher. A single D.A.
sized card provides
video mixing, a keyer
with built in animated
logo storage, frame
synchronizers on every
input, full preview, a pro-
gram bypass relay and
an automation port.

In addition to master
control applications,
the CDK 111 is ideal
as a mixer for digital
edit suites, commercial
insertion, flight packs,
microwave trucks
and as a Synergy
production switcher
DSK extension.

Switchers, Keyers,
& Terminal Gear

Tel: (613) 652-4886 Fax: (613) 652-4425
solutions@ rossvideo.com
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News and sports automation system
IBIS SprinTx: integrates seamlessly with servers and
newsroom computer systems from all major manu-
facturers and uses MOS protocols to ensure that the
playout module can automatically be updated with
any changes to the transmission schedules. +44 1458
851150; fax: +44 1458 851170; www.ibistv.co.uk

Circle (211) on Free Info Card
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HDTV camera range
Ikegami HDK Family updates: includes the 790E, a
2/3 -inch 2.2 million pixel CCD, switchable HDTV stu-
dio camera; 79E, a 2/3 -inch 2.2 million pixel CCD, swit-
chable HDTV portable companion; the 720, a 2/3 -inch
native 720p CCD HDTV studio camera; and the 720p, a
2/3 -inch native 720p CCD HDTV portable companion.
800-368-9171; fax: 201-569-1626; www.ikegami.com

Circle (212) on Free Info Card

Nonlinear editing solution
Incite Multimedia Editor: enhancing its ability to
deliver multiple layers of real-time video effects,
unique hybrid editing tools and strong SAN perfor-
mance, Incite adds support for Windows 2000, 1394
capturing and printing, and integration with more
Matrox hardware: the Digisuite LS and MAX option;
has also added new capturing tools to complement
batch capturing and consolidate clip features. 800-
641-7322; www.inciteonline.com

Circle (213) on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

YOU'VE DREAMED OF A 2 -CHANNEL UHF FULLY USER SYNTHESIZED INTERCOM.

STOP DREAMING.

Now YOU CAN OWN IT.

The most versatile wireless intercom ever!

2 intercom channels

stage announce with relay closure

wireless talkaround

1,440 frequencies

all metal beltpacks

and so much more.

RadioCom IVI BTR800
UHF FULLY USER SYNTHESIZED TWO -CHANNEL WIRELESS INTERCOM

For more information please call 1-800-392-3497

©2001 Telex Communications. Inc.

Datacasting content
protection
Irdeto Access CypherCast: IP/
Internet digital conditional access
solution allows the broadcast of
up to 1000 individual multicast
streams arrayed in up to 100 dis-
tinct program services for as many
as 250,000 subscribers in a local
viewing area; on the receive end,
content can be accessed and de-
crypted through secure smartcard
technology. +31 23 556 2222; fax:
+31 23 556 2240; www.irdeto
access.com

Circle (214) on Free Info Card

DTV transmitter
Itelco 50kW UHF: features an
exclusive exciter system, a pat-
ented Switch Mode Beam Power
Supply and the Itelco Supervisory
System for remote monitoring
and control; will accept IOT out-
put devices from any major manu-
facturer; very small footprint. 303-
464-8000; fax: 303-464-8770;
www.itelco-usa.com

Circle (215) on Free Info Card

MEL
HD camcorder
Panasonic AJ-HDC24A: multi -
frame rate, 720p camcorders three
2/3 -inch IT CCDs feature 1280x720
effective pixel resolution and an
on -chip lens system providing
high sensitivity of F13 at 2000 lux
(in 24 -frame mode at 50 percent
shutter), high smear immunity
and strong color accuracy; frame
switchability allows for 59.94fps,
23.98fps and several other
choices. 800-528-8601; fax: 323-
436-3660; www.panasonic.com/
broadcast

Circle (216) on Free Info Card

LCD production
monitors
Panasonic BT -series: thin and
lightweight, the new monitors
are designed for HD, SD and com-
puter applications; 18 -inch ver-
sion offers a 5:4 aspect ratio,
1280x1024 SXGA resolution, high
brightness and a 170 degree view-
ing angle; displays 1080i, 720p,
480p and 480i. 800-528-8601;
fax: 323-436-3660; www.pana
sonic.com/broadcast

Circle (217) on Free Info Card
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Create Better SDI, HDTV,
MEG and Composite

Forte! DTV's FS -412 Dual Path Synchronizer

Composite Synchronizing with Zero Decoding Artifacts
You still need a clean composite analog signal during the transition to digital. The 12 -bit composite
synchronizer path in the FS -412 bypasses the decoder and encoder to completely avoid decoding
artifacts in the composite output.

Clean Quiet Composite to SDI Decoding
The SDI output not only looks better than other decoders in the stucio and on large screen digital TVs,
it also scores better on PQA tests. The FS -412 is the perfect "front end" for digital production, MPEG
compression and HD upconversion.

Save Cost and Space
The 1 RU frame holds 4 video or 2 AV synchronizers with the companion DAS-441 Audio Synchronizer.
Up to 18 fit in the Integrity TM 4RU frame.

DTV just got better. For the whole story visit www.forteldtv.com

Fortel DTV Inc. 250 14th Street NW Suite 4022 Atlanta, GA 30318
800-530-5542 (toll free in USA) 404-885-9555 Fax: 404-885-1501

Circle (16) on Free Info Card



High -definition camcorder
Panasonic Broadcast AJ-HDC27A: this 30frames/s
to 60frames/s, dual -frame -rate, progressive -scan (720p)
DVCPRO HD camcorder is based on a newly developed
1.1 -million -pixel, 2/3 -inch, three-CCD IT imaging sys-
tem that offers a sensitivity of f/11 at 2000lux; the
camcorder provides 46 minutes of recording, two
channels of 16-bit/48kHz digital audio, power con-
sumption of 30W, and uses standard, 2/3 -inch bayo-
net lenses; an HD-DSI output enables full -color live
and tape playback, while the 8MB multimedia card
stores camera setups. 800-528-8601; 323-436-3500; fax:
323-436-3660; www.panasonic.com

Circle (218) on Free Info Card

Broadcast, post asset management
system
Keyvia Key-MediaWorks Asset Management Sys-
tem 1.3: complete environment for managing broad-
cast digital assets by combining asset management, re-
cording automation, proxy browsing and marking into
a scalable client/server architecture; LAN -based PC work-
station is able to browse and mark digital assets under
configuration using a frame -accurate, low-res proxy. 514-
876-2855; fax: 514-876-3664; www.keyvia.com

Circle (219) on Free Info Card

8VSB modulator
Ktech Telecommunications VSB-ENC-200: modu-
lates an MPEG-2 transport stream into an 8VSB signal
using linear and nonlinear pre -correction techniques;
accepts SMPTE-310M or DVB-ASI @ 19.392MB/s trans-
port stream inputs and produces a 44MHz IF 8VSB sig-
nal at its output. 818-361-2248; fax: 818-270-2010;
www.ktechtelecom.com

Circle (220) on Free Info Card

Control system
Leitch Command Control System: encompasses
new hardware control panels, both Windows and
browser -based applications, and support for third -
party manufacturers via serial or Ethernet ports; one
of the software applications already shipping, Pilot,
provides tools for configuration, control and moni-
toring of and secure access to the equipment on your
network. 800-231-9673; fax: 757-548-4088;
www.leitch.com

Circle (221) on Free Info Card

Distribution amplifiers
Evertz 7700DA10/7700ADA: Amplifiers allow for dis-
tribution of SMPTE 259M serial digital signals; feature
one auto -equalized input with four reclocked outputs;
the 7700DA10 is designed primarily as a re -clocking
SMPTE 259M DA, but can also be used for SMPTE 310
or DVB-ASI signals. 905-335-3700; fax: 905-335-3573;
www.evertz.com

Circle (222) on Free Info

ADVERTISEMENT

Distributed router system
Leitch Integrator: 32x32 to 512x512 router systems
accommodate multiple standards and formats featur-
ing expanded features and control; includes Leitch's
new Tie -Line Management Software Application,
SNMP support and full control and monitoring from
its Command Control System. 800-231-9673; fax: 757-
548-4088; www.leitch.com

Circle (223) on Free Info Card
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Master control switcher
Leitch Opus: integrates digital and HD standards, pro-
viding a robust and flexible choice; includes 4:4:4 video
processing and features full program and preset bus tran-
sitions, including mix, vee, fade out and cut fade as stan-
dard. 800-231-9673; fax: 757-548-4088; www.leitch.com

Circle (224) on Free Info Card

Looking to Sell Equipment?

Your Internet Storefront
is Ready.

Right Now.

Professional Equipment Marketplace
One online marketplace where you can sell professional. digital -media
production equipment. You can use this powerful sales tool right
now...for free. That's the reality of Digibid!

More People Looking Means More People Buying
List your equipment on the Internet auction Web site where people go
to buy gear. Digibid has more than 30,000 registered users and exceeds
100,000 unique monthly visitors.

It's Easy and FREE to List Items for Sale
Digibid handles the buyer side of the transaction. We also offer
support for the seller set-up. Best of all, you pay nothing but a
commission for this service, and only after your item sells.

Inventory Solutions
Sell your individual components, overstock items,
discontinued products or trade-ins, demo gear and more. with no
hassles or phone calls. Simply post them on Digibid and get top dollar.

Host Your Own Online Storefront
If your company is interested in a higher level of promotion
and profits, inquire about setting up your own branded digital
marketplace, using our established technology and support services.

the professional equipment marketplace

E-mail: sales@dlgibld.com
Phone:809-571-4818

©2001 Digibid. an IndustryClick community. All Rights Reserved. Circle 17 on Free Info Card
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Performance & Support
When you really get down to business, it makes sense to talk to Calrec.

Calrec produce DIGITAL and ANALOGUE BROADCAST CONSOLES fo- the 21st century.

Through Network Operations, Local Stations and Independent Remote production com-

panies, America listens to Calrec every clay. In our 35 years of experience in

Broadcasting, we have continuously pushed the boundaries. Our craftmanship and cutting

edge technology produce the highest quality products, hacked by an unrivalled support

team. A growing number of Broadcasters are choosing Calrec based on the performance

of our products and our people.

WHEN YOU REALLY GET DOWN TO BUSINESS, IT IVIAKES SENSE -0 TALK TO CALREC.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
Studio Consultants (New York) Tel : (212) 586 7376 Fax : (212) 582 2169 e-mail : scidoug@aol

Redwood (LA & Nashville) Tel : (615) 871 0094 Fax :-(615) 872 7080 e-mail : redwood@isdn.
corn

et

CALREC AUDIO LIMITED
Nutclough Mill, Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire, H X7 8EZ, UK

Telephone : +44 (0) 1422 842159, Fax.: +44 (0) 1422 845244 E-mail : enquiries@calrec.com Website : wwwicalrec.corn

CALREC
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MPEG encoder
Logic Innovations IPE: supports SNMP, the IPE and
Transport Stream Multiplexer, allowing data manage-
ment and control from the broadcasters' network
management of choice; designed for encapsulation
of Internet data into an MPEG transport stream for
broadcasting across satellite, cable and terrestrial net-
works. 888 -34 -LOGIC; fax: 619-455-7273; www. I og ici.com

Circle (225) on Free Info Card

Serial digital/composite video and
audio monitor
Magni Systems SDM-560 Monitor: provides effi-
cient monitoring of 601, composite video and audio;
features routable displays, embedded audio decod-
ing and metering, auto -measurement, alarming, re-
porting and complete remote control. 800-237-5964;
fax: 503-615-1999; www.magnisystems.com
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Distribution amplifier
Multidyne VAGC-100: automatically maintains video
level at 1V peak to peak with 100 IRE maximum lumi-
nance peak; provides automatic flatness equalization
for more than 3500 feet of Belden 8281 and more than
3000 feet of RG59U to with =1- 0.5db at 5MHz. 800-
4TV-TEST; fax: 516-671-3362; www.multidyne.com
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Mixing, branding and effects system
Oxtel Imagestore: new configuration of the
Imagestore master control and channel branding sys-
tem; features Easytext automated CG and the Squeezy
DVE; multiple units can be used together for en-
hanced output. 877-44OXTEL; fax: 973-683-1157;
www.oxtel.com

Circle (228) on Free Info Card

Multi -image monitor wall solution
Miranda Kaleido G2: new software version offers
improved graphical treatment, multiple undermonitor
IDs per window, countdown timers and advanced sta-
tus and alarm reporting. 514-333-1772; fax: 514-333-
9828; www.miranda.com

Circle (229) on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

ILIC01% gown Prsit, 'I

420 Ninth Ave.
Between 33rd & 34th Streets,

New York, N.Y. 10001
Store and Mail Order Hours:

Sun. 10-5, Mon. thru Thurs. 9-7
Fri. 9-2, Sat. Closed

For Orders Call:

800-947-9928
212-444-5028

or FAX (24 Hours): too
800-947-9003
212-444-5001

We Ship Worldwide

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

BONY

A,Nor
Rolec9

www.bhphotovideo.corn

Routing switcher series
Miranda -Network: features a com-
plete range of models for signal for-
mats that include analog and digital
video, analog and digital audio, HD SDI
(SMPTE 292M), RS -422, and the popu-
lar datcom formats. 514-333-1772; fax:
514-333-9828; www.miranda.com
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Dual -carrier STL system
NuComm Dual Stream System
Plus: combines both the analog and
DTV signals over a common micro-
wave channel; features 8VSB modu-
lation and can provide NTSC plus five
audio subcarriers, DTV signal and a T1
data pack embedded in the same sig-
nal. 918-813-0399; fax: 908-813-0399;
www.nucomm.com
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Cable connectors and
bulkheads
Neutrik BNC75: offers a push-pull
version that makes assembly quick and
simple and requires a standard center
contact crimp die after cable prepa-
ration; includes screw lock cable reten-
tion with superior pull strength pro-
vided by the jacket. 732-901-9488; fax:
732-901-9608; www.neutrikusa.com
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Robotic videotape library
Odetics TCS Series: provides high -
capacity automated VTR record and
playback capabilities to meet the re-
quirements of 24 -hour broadcast op-
erations; supports the most popular
VTR formats and is configurable to
meet specific tape size and bin configu-
rations. 714-772-2200; fax: 714-780-
7594; www.odeticbroadcast.com

Circle (233) on Free Info Card
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Animation tool
Kaydara FiLMBOX V3.0: new features include en-
hanced workflow infrastructure, additional support
for character animation, and support for multiple 2D
and 3D Web formats; allows integration with all ma-
jor 3D packages, so users of these pack-
ages can use FiLMBOX motion -capture
and animation tools; available on
Microsoft Windows NT, SGI IRIX, Red
Hat Linux and Apple Mac OS X oper-
ating systems. 514-842-8446; fax: 514-
842-4239; www.kaydara.com
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DTV transmitter
Itelco 50kW UHF: features an exclu-
sive exciter system, a patented Switch
Mode Beam Power Supply and the
Itelco Supervisory System for remote
monitoring and control; will accept
IOT output devices from any major
manufacturer; very small footprint. 303-
464-8000; fax: 303-464-8770; www.
itelco-usa.com

Circle (248) on Free Info Card
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HD graphics generator
Pixel Power Clarity HD: Features
switchable output at 720-60p
through 1080-30i to 1080-24p; three -
channel HD/SD; handles 4:2:2:4 or
4:4:4:4; program output channel is
SMPTE292M serial digital with key
and VGA HD15; options include
offline preparation and multi-user
software, as well as CCIR-601 I/O
capability. 561-395-4801; fax: 561-
395-4065

Circle (249) on Free Info Card

lit
Connectors
Kings Electronics 7760 Series Fibre -
Cam Tri-Loc: hybrid fiber optic/electri-
cal connector meets SMPTE 304M elec-
trical and optical performance require-
ment; features field -serviceable fiber
optic terminations, polarized key mat-
ing and Kings Tri-Loc style connector
body; design features direct crimp on
outer cable braid, internal strength
member, and power and audio contacts.
888-909-5551; 803-909-5000; fax: 803-
909-5092; www. k i ngselectron ics.com

Circle (250) on Free Info Card

Routing switcher
Knox Video Chameleon 256: matrix can be ex-
panded in multiples of 32 from 32x32 to 256x256 by
inserting audio or video cards into a 12U rackframe;
audio and video frames are linked together via serial
cable; audio -follows -video or audio can be routed
separately; internal milspec power supply is 110V/230V
auto -sensing; command options including SALVO,
batch and strings are available via RS -232 or the optional
front -panel controller; serial protocol is simple ASCII. 301-
840-5805; fax: 301-840-2946; www.knoxvideo.com

Circle (251) on Free Info Card

High -power broadcast tube
Litton Electronic Devices L-4299 Constant Effi-
ciency Amplifier: next-gen high -power tubes for
UHF; operates a peak power up to 120kW, offers high
efficiency in comparison to standard IOT when oper-
ated in digital services. 800-861-1UHF; fax: 570-326-
2903; www.littonedd.com

Circle (252) on Free Info Card

Frequency measurement system
Modulation Sciences Precision Frequency Mea-
surement Panel: provides NTSC and 8VSB frequency
measurement for television carriers; measures local or
off -the -air frequencies to an accuracy approaching one
part in a billion. 800-826-2603; 732-302-3090; fax: 732-
302-0206; www.modsci.com

Circle (253) on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

VIDEO and PRO AUDIO
TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER:

800 221-5743  212 239-7765
OR FAX 24 HOJRS:

800 947-2215  212 239-7549,

acIMINFA

sous. Card

420 Ninth Ave.
(Bet 33rd & 34th St.)

New York, N.Y. 10001

Digital Video Solutions..

Advanced Realtime Features
DigiSuite LX board offers more realtime
features than any other product on the
market. You get multiple 20 DVE
processors, multiple channels of YUV
color correction, independent
transparency control on all layers, 32 -bit
animated graphics, two advanced
chromaduma/matte keyers, a customizable
wipe/tile generator, variable speed motion control, and
perfect audio sync. You can also add a 3D DVE channel
with the MAX option.

COMPUTER VIDEO EDITING

DigiSuite LX offers all the great fea-ures of the best-selling Matrox DigiSuite
platforms, pun DV, MPEG-2, and 1394 suppc-t, DigiSuite LX provides native
DV and MPE.3-2 editing under Windows 200C Award -winning realtime feature
set  Native -DV and 50-Mbps MPEC-2 editing

 4 ti/4 out, balanced/unbalanced an _log I/O  Audio clock genlocked
to vitro reference ensures perfect synchronization in accordance with

MPTE-272M and AES11-191  MPEG-2 output for DVD and
CD authoring  1394, anJog component, Y/C, and
composite support built in
 Integrated web video c-eation tools

 Field -proven, reliable to .hnology

SDI Option
 Provides serial digital (SDI) vide( and AES/f BU digital audio 60

Incite Turnkey System
 Pentium III 866 processor  300 watt Full tower
 Asus CUSL2 motherboard  IBM 30GB System drive
 PNY 256MB SDRAM memory  Windows 2000
 48X CD ROM Drive  Matrox 6450 Dual Display Card
 Adaptec 29160 LVD-160 SCSI Card
 MEDEA 120GB Drive Array  3.5" Hoppe/ drive
 102 Button Keyboard  Microsoft Trackball mouse
 DigiSuite LX  Incite 800 Editing Software
 22" Mitsubishi Diamond Plus Monitor
 Sony DRV-100 Internal DV Tape Drive
 90 day Free Tech Support '11999 Fully assembled and tested

on-line Express
Professional Editing for DigiSuite
Powerful, Intuitive and Freeform Editing
On -Line Express offers advanced editing tools and a freeform timeline
which allows you to focus on your creativity and maximize your
productivity. Edit multiple layers freely by moving single clips, blocks of
clips or entire timelines without constraining modes.
Multi -Cam Editing - Whether or not you shot multi -camera, you
will love the unique Multi -Cam feature. On -Line Expree allows you to
easily scrub and view 4 simultaneous camera angles for selecting
desired cut points.
Powerful Media Management - On -Line Express provides the
toolsnecessary to organize, sort and retrieve your digital content.
With unlimited bins, projects and timelines you caneasihi open
multiple timelines and bins and freely cut and paste between them.

Avid. Xpress DV
Powerful Video Editing Tools

Avid Xpress DV software combines powerful
video and audio editing tools, digital
mastering, and extreme ease of use. Captures
and edits DV video, adds effects, mixes audio,
and outputs over IEEE1394 FireWire. Or
transcodes the content to all major new media
formats. MPEG-1 (for CD -R) MPEG-2 (for
DVD-ROM) OuickTime or AVI for computer
based presentations or for streaming on the
web. As a member of the Avid Xpress Family,
The Xpress DV offers the same Avid graphical
user interface (GUI) used in the very high -end
avid products, powerful audio and video tools.

Incite Software for DigiSuite
Incite is a non-linear editing softwase designed to run on Matrox DigiSuite
Iardware. Incite provides an easy tc use editing interface, multiple editing
nodes, a powerful toolki with extet sive utilities, more than 15
amultaneous real-time effects with Alimited keyframing for up 2 layers of
oleo + 1 layer of live input video +I graphic layer, tools for muttilayer
compiling and advanced compositieg, real-time titling and graphics, as well
us an extensive range of options th...1 will quickly expand your editing
r-oftware into a fully equ pped editirg suite.

For the local studio, the editing toont must be extensive. Incite provides
Natures like media logg ng and bath capturing, 4 editing modes (TV, Film,
Ripple and Get Trimmer), three po nt editing, quick transition creation,

;dually unlimited real -I me possib' ties (including easy to build DVE, video
Vey and motion effects) real-time animated titling 8 graphics features that
will satisfy the most denanding cli nt. templating and cut/copy/paste

Auto Storyboard - Tiss
unique feature allows you to
instantly create programs
with dissolves and audic
crossfadeswitout working
on :he timeline!
Supported Hardware -
On -Line Express was
dedgned specifically for the
Ma:rox DigiSuite hardware. Suppc-t of Dual monitor display with the
use of Matrox G400 or G450 VGA ociards. Whether you are editing in
MPEG-2 or streamoing to the web On -Line Express has a solution
for you

DOLL
Workstation Bundle

 Pentium III 866 MHz / 1 GHz CPU
 128mb/256mb RIMM (RDRAM) memory
 Matrox G450 32mb Graphics Card
 20GB ATA100 IDE (7200 RPM, System Drive
 40GB ATA100 IDE (7200 RPM) System Drive
 48X IDE CD ROM Drive  3.5" =loopy Drive  Windows NT
XPress DV software loaded and tested

Express DV on Dell Precision 220 Workstidlea
866 MHz Processor, 1 GHz Processor,

128mb RDRam 256mb RDRain

'4,499 $4,999

P PINNACLE 1111=11
SYSTEMS Non -Linear Editing Package

Revolutionary non-linear editing package that
delivers the power of true uncompressed
video with Apple's Final Cut Pro. Using
Pinnacle's new HUBS video processor, the
CineWave combines infinite layering,
incredible effects, advanced compositing
tools and accurate motion tracking with all
the major video formats in compressed or
uncompressed video. Based on the new dual
processor Apple G4's, CineWave delivers the worlds first
scaleable desktop video system capable of outpuling both Standard
Definition and High Definition simultaneously.

Includes  Commotion Pro  Hollywood FX

Minimum shipping USA (Except AK & HI) SO.95 up to 1 lb. Ade'earn

Apple

Shown with
optional Monitor

Cood System
Includes:  Apple G4/466 Computer
 .inal Cut Pro version 2.0

editing software
 Total of 256MB of memory
-45G8 of ATA/100 storage
wCD-RW rewritable CD writer
...Final Cut Tutorial CD
Witsubishi Diamond Pro 2040 22"

Monitor
-Apple Care -three year warranty
-Complete System integration

and testing

04,599.00

Adobe Turnkey System
 Pentium III 866 processor  300 watt Full tower
 Asus CUSL2 motherboard  IBM 30GB System drive
 PNY 256MB SDRAM memory  Windows 2000
 48X CD ROM Drive  Matrox 6450 Dual Display Card
 Adaptec 29160 LVD-160 SCSI Card
 Seagate 73GB LVD-160 SCSI Drive  3.5" floppy drive
 102 Button Keyboard  Microsoft Trackball mouse
 DigiSuite LX  Adobe Premiere 6.0 Editing Software
 19" Mitsubishi Diamond Plus Monitor
 90 day Free Tech Support
 Fully assembled and tested

features for rapid application,
filters and effects rendering for
multilayer compositing, 3rd
party FX integration,
consolidate storyclips and
batch re -digitizing ... just to
cite a few key features.

$6,999

For large post -production houses and broadcasters they key concepts are
speed and integration, live input and hybrid editing features, VLAN control
for up to 31 VTRs, integration of 3rd party effects hardware directly on the
Incite timeline, and the ability to work with multiple formats (from Lossless
MJPEG to DV and MPEG-2). As for speed, The number of real-time effects
is unsurpassable while all effects that need to be rendered are rendered in
the background.

on-line Turnkey System
 Pentium III 866 processor  300 watt Full tower
 Asus CUSL2 motherboard  IBM 30GB System drive
 PNY 512MB SDRAM memory  Windows 2000
 48X CD ROM Drive  Matrox G450 Dual Display Card
 Adaptec 29160 LVD-160 SCSI Card

 JEMS 292GB LVD-160 (10K) SCSI Array  3.5" floppy
 Sony DRV-100 Internal DV Tape Drive
 102 Button Keyboard  Microsoft Trackball mouse
 DigiSuite LX  on-line Express Editing Software
 Dual 22" Mitsubishi Diamond Plus Monitors
 90 day Free Tech Support
 Fully assembled and tested

canopus
$19,999

DV -Rex M3
Mobile Real -Time DV EditingWorkstation

Add portability to your video editing. This light
weight unit sets up in minutes and comes with a
flip down keyboard and a 15' high resolution LCD
panel. Works with both analog and DV I/O
allowing you to combine footage from
analog and DV sources. Incorporates
the latest computer components
including dual Pentium III CPUs,
256MB RAM, Xplode effects acceleration and
expandable storage options.
Some real-time effects include, transitions, up to 10 tracks of titling,
luma keying, color correction, slow-motion and picture -in -picture. Audio
effects include echo. reverb. and parametric and graphic equalization.

Complete Video Editin r Systems
Great System
Includes:  Apple G4/533 Computer
 Final Cut Pro version 2.0

editing software
 60GB of ATA/100 storage
 Total of 256MB of memory
 CD-RW rewritable CD writer
 Artel Boris Graffiti CG Program
 Final Cut Tutorial CD
 Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 2040 22"

Monitor
 Apple Care -three year warranty
 Complete System into ration

and testing .15,399.00 and testing

Best system
Includes:  G4/533 DUAL Processors
 Final Cut Pro v2.0 editing S/W
 150GB (2075) of ATA/100 storage
 VST Uttratrek IDE controller card
 ATI Rage Orion dual display card
 Total of 256MB of memory
 Atte! Boris Graffiti CG Program
 Final Cut Tutorial CD
 2 Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 2040

22" Monitors  CD-RW writer
 Apple Care -three year warranty
 Complete System interation

07,999.00

rt -a lo Fur ins. add 501 per $100. 'Nees valid subject to supplier pnces. Not responsiblefor typographical errors. © 2001 UN Photo -Video BAH PAGE 4
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Network monitoring system
BarcoNet Rosa 3.0: features a quick, efficient, user-
friendly solution for managing all network elements
by a single, vendor -independent management system.
800-992-5016; fax: 770-590-3610; www.barconet.com

Circle (241) on Free Info Card
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Dual analog audio cable
Belden 9451D: addition to Belden's audio cabling
line features two twisted pairs with 22AWG tinned
copper conductors and polyolefin insulation; cable
conductors are color -coded red and black; easy termi-
nation via an aluminum -polyester Beldfoil shield
bonded to the jacket, featuring a 22AWG drain wire
inside the shield; each pair has a PVC jacket and is
joined in a Siamese construction. 800-BELDEN1; 765-
983-5200; fax: 765-983-5294; www.belden.com

Circle (242) on Free Info Card

40x11 zoom lens
Angenieux Extreme Tele Zoom: delivers a focal
range of 40x11 to provide camera operators with a high
degree of versatility and coverage capabilities; features
the longest focal length available with low ramping:
F440mm (one degree) at f/4 and F880mm (1/2 degree)
with a 2x extender; offers high -resolution optics; digital
performance features a wide variety of zoom modes
and focus servo controls. 973-812-3858; fax 973-812-
9050; www.angenieux.com

Circle (243) on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO,
FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS):

800-947-9928 800-947-9003
212-444-5028 212-444-5001 www.bhphotovideo.com

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 24 HOURS

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE

antesauer
HyTRON 50 Battery

Weighing a mere 31oz (880 grams) and packing 50 Wall -hours al
energy - enough to operate a typical ENG camcorder for two
hours. the HyTRON 50 is the most advanced lightweight battery
in the industry.
 Made possible by recent advancements in a cell technology

originally designed for the mobile computing industry. it
incorporates nickel metal hydride cells that provide the highest
energy density of any rechargeable cylindrical cell available. High
performance is further assured through the integration of
Anton/Bauer InterActive digital technology.

 Equipped with an on -board fuel computer' which monitors
energy input and output as well as critical operating
characteristics and conditions. This data is communicated to the
InterActive charger to ensure safety and optimize reliability.

 In addition, remaining battery capacity information is available by
means of an LCD display on each battery and in the view -finder
of the most popular broadcast 8 professional camcorders.

. mirage limiter prevents potentially damaging

Speed !cations: 14.4 V, 50 WH (Watt Hours)
6-14 x 3-1,2i x 2-1/4", 1.9 lbs (88kg)
Typical runtime, 2 hours Ke 25 Watts 3 hours et 17 Watts

QUAD 2702/2401
Four -Position Power/Chargers

The lightest and slimmest lull featured four position chargers
ever, they can fast charge four Gold Mount batteries and can be
expanded to charge up to night. They also offer power from any
AC main: in a package the size of a notebook computer and
weighing a mere four lbs! The 40 watt 2401 can charge PrnPacs
in two hours and TrimPacs in one. Add the Diagnostic/ Discharge
module and the GOAD 2401 becomes an all purpose power and
test system. The 70 watt OUAD 2702 has the module and is the
ultimate professional power system.

E-50
Endura V -Mount

Battery Pack

E -50

Endura V -Mount
Battery Pack
 The V -Mount or wedge -

mount battery mounting
connection is being found
on more and more of
today's camcorders. Due to
this prevalent battery
mounting system, IDX has
developed the Endura
Lithium Ion VMount
battery system to work
directly with these newer camcorders.

 The IDX Endura batteries incorporate Syncron
technology, which automatically engages an on
camera light whenever the record button on the
camera is activated.

 The E-50 Lithium Ion Endura is a sleek and durable
50W, 14.4V battery.

 A PowerLink is included, as standard equipment with
every Endura battery. This allows two batteries to be
piggybacked together in order to double the power of
this lightweight battery.

Special
Purchase $299.95

SON Y800 SERIES
UHF WIRELESS MICROPHONE

SYSTEMS

Consisting of 5 handheld and bodypack transmitters and
6 different receivers. Sony's UHF is recognized as the
outstanding wireless mic system for professional
applications. Operating in the 800 MHz band range, they are
barely affected by external noise and interference. They
incorporate a PLL (Phase Locked Loop) synthesized control
system that makes it easy to choose from up to 282
operating frequencies, and with the use of Sony's pre-
programmed channel plan, it is simple to choose the correct
operating frequencies for simultaneous multi -channel
operation. Additional features, like space diversity recephon,

ciruw technology
ensure low noise. wide dynamic range, and extremely stable
signal transmission and reception. Ideal for broadcasting
slatiocs. film production facilities. and ENG wok

ou cK
DIAL

74 SONY
DSR-20/40 DVCAM Player/Recorders
The MR -20 and DSR-40 are versatile DVCAM VCRs with compact chassis' and a variety
of convenient functions for recording, playback and simple editing. They feature Auto
Repeat Playback. Power -On Recording/Playback, multiple machine control interfaces and
!link (IEEE1394) input and output. And. of course, they otter the stunning image and
sound quality inherent to the DVCAM format

 i.LINK They both offer i LINK ( (IEEE1394) input/output In addition. in
the 'Digital dubbing including TC Copy" mode, lull information of
video audio and time code al the original tape can be copied to another
tape. Especially useful when making working copies of the original.

 Inputs and OutputsThey provide a lull range of analog video
inputs and outputs for integration into current analog -based
systems. They both offer composite and S -Video input/output,
while the DSR-40 (only) otters a component output as well. The
OSR-20 is equipped with analog audio inputs and outputs (RCA).
the DSR-40 with RCA inputs and XLR-balanced output. These
connections in combination with their !.LINK interlace allow a
smooth transition to an all digital system in the future.

 Record/Playback Coattails Automatic repeal function for repeated
playback After reaching the end of the lapel. the 0SR20/40 automatical-
ly rewinds the tape. then starts playing back the segment again.

 They are capable of searching for Index Points, which are
recorded on the tape as "in -point" marks every time a recording
starts. They can also search for photo data recorded on a DVCAM
cassette by the DSR-200A/300/PD-100, or where the recording
date has been changed.

 Reference Input External sync input enables synchronized playback
with other VCRs. Especially important in NB Roll configurations. In
addition. the DSR-40 only allows adjustment of 1 -1 -sync and SC phase
via the menu

 Contra! S Interface The DSR-20/DSR-40 have a Control S input
allowing control via the optional OSRM-20 Remote Control.

DSR-20 List Price $3,950 For B&H price....Call
DSR-40 List Price $5,100 For BAH prIce....Call

DSR20 Only . The DSR-20 can be powered by AC or DC
 Equipped with Control L interface. the DSR-20 can perform
simple Time Code -based editing when connected to another
OSR-20 or other similarly equipped VCRs/cameras.

 In addition to Control L, the DSR-20 also incorporates an RS -232
interface for remote control of basic VCR functions from a PC.

 Supplied with the RMT-DS20 Wireless Remote for control of
basic VCR functions.

DSR40 Only  Equipped with an RS -422A interlace. it can  The DSR-40 is not equipped with a synchronization capability.
perform as the editing player in A/B roll or cut editing system the editing accuracy is performed by pre -roll and play.

DSR-30 DVCAM Digital VCR
The DSR-30 is an industrial grade DVCAM VCR thal can be used for recording. playback
and editing. DV standard 4:1-1 sampling digital component recording with a 5:1
compression ratio provides spectacular picture quality and multi -generation performance.
It has a Control L interface for editing with other Control L based recorders such as the
DSR-200A DVCAM Camcorder or another DSR-30 II also has a continuous auto repeat
playback function making it ideal for kiosks and other point of information displays.

 Records PCM digital audio at either 48kHz (16 -bit 2 channel) or
at 32kHz (12 -bit 4 channel) .

 Equipped with Control L, capable of SMPTE Time Code based
accurate editing even without an edit controller. Built in editing
functions include assemble and separate video and audio insert .

 By searching for either an Index point or Photo Data recorded by
the DSR-200A camcorder. the 006-30 drastically cuts the time
usually required for editing. The DSR-30 can record up to 135 Index
points on the Cassette Memory thanks to its 16K bits capability.

 Audio lock ensures audio is fully synchronized with the video for
absolute precision when doing an insert edit

 Built-in control tray has a jog/shuttle dial, VCR and edit function
buttons. The -og/shuttle dial allows picture search at 11/5 to 15X
normal speed and controls not only the DSR-30 but also a player
hooked up th ough its LANC interface

 DV In/Out (IEEE 1394) for digital dubbing of video, audio and
data ID with no loss in quality.

 Analog audio and video input/outputs make it fully compatible
with non -digital equipment.

Sony DSR-30 List Price $4,475
For B&H price Call

UVW-1200/UVW-1400A
Betacam SP Player  Player/Recorder

The UVW-1200 and UVW-1400A are non -editing VCRs which deliver
Betacam SP quality and offer features for a wide range of playback and
recording applications. RGB and RS -232 interlace make them especially
ideal for large screen, high quality video presentation, scientific research
and digital video environments.

 Ideally suited for work in computer environments. because
RGB signals can be converted into component signals and
vice versa with minimum picture degradation.

 25 -pin serial interface allows external computer control of
all VCR functions based on time code information. Baud
rate can be selected from between 1200 to 38,400 bps.

 Built-in Time Base Stabilizer (TBS) locks sync and subcarrier
to an external reference signal as well as providing stable
pictures. High quality digital dropout compensator further
ensures consistent picture performance.

 Equipped with two longitudinal audio channels.
 Auto repeat of entire or a specific portion of the tape.

 Built-in character generator can display VTR status, time
code. set -diagnostic messages. set-up menu. etc.

 Both read LTC Time Code) and UB (User Bits). The UVW-
1400A also generates LTC and 013 ( Free-Run/Rec-Run).

 Control of jog, shuttle, playback, record, pause. FF and REW
with the optional SVRM-100A Remote Control Unit.

 Composite and S -Video as well as component via BNCs
which are switchable to RGB output. The UVW-1400A has
two switchable sync connectors and a Sync on Green.
Built-in diagnostic function and hour meter.

UVW-1200 List Price 6,200 ...For 0&H price ..Call
UVW-1400A List Price 8,400 ...For MR price...Call

UVW-1600/UVW-1800
Betacam SP Editing Player  Betacam SP Editing Recorder

The UVW-1600 and UVW-1800 are the other hall of the UVW series. They offer the superiority of Betacam SP with
sophisticated editing features. They feature an RS -422 9 -pin interface, built-in TBCs and Time Code operation. Inputs/outputs
include component, composite and S -Video. All the features of the UVW-1200/1400A PLUS-

Optional BVR-50 allows remote TBC adjustment.  Frame accurate editing is assured. thanks to sophisticated
 RS -422 interlace for editing system expansion. servo control and built-in time code operation
 Two types of component output: via three BNC Connectors

UVW-1600 List Price 9,600 ...For B&H price...Callor a Betacam 12 -pin dub connector.
UVW-1800 List Price 11,300 ...For 86H price...Call

PVM-14M2U/14M4U & 20M2U/20M4U
13 -inch and 19 -inch Production Monitors

Sony's best production monitors ever, the PVM-M Series provide stunning picture quality, ease of use and a range of
optional functions. They are identical except that the "M4" models incorporate Sony's state-of-the-art HR Trinitron CRT
display technology and have SMPTE C phosphours instead of P22.

 HR Trinitron CRT enables the PVM-14M4U and 20M4U  External sync input and
to display an incredible 800 lines of horizontal
resolution. The PVM-14M2U and 20M2U offer 600 lines
of resolution. M4 models also use SMPTE C phosphours
for the most critical evaluation of any color subject.

 Dark tint for a higher contrast ratio (black to white) and
crisper, sharper looking edges.

 Each has two composite. S -Video and component input
(R-Y/B-Y, analog RGB).For more accurate color
reproduction, the component level can be adjusted
according to the input system. Optional BKM-101C
(video) and BKM-102 (audio) for SMPTE 259M serial
digital input.

 43/16:9 switchable aspect ratio.
-True multi -system monitors they handle four color

system signals NTSC NTSC 4.43. PAL 8 SECAM

outputcan be set so that
it will automatically
switch according to the
input selected.

 Switchable color temp:
6500K (broadcast),
9300K (pleasing picture)
User preset.(3200K to
10000K).

 Blue gun, underscan and
HN delay capability

PVM-14M2U List Price 1,265
PVM-14M4U List Price 1,570
PVM-20M2U _List Price 2,525
PVM-20M4U List Price 2,920

For B&H price Call
For B&H price Call
For BOB price. Call
For B&H price Call

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO TAPES

I

Professional Grade VHS
PG -30 2.29 R0 60 2.39 PG 120.....__...2.59

Broadcast Grade MS Box
BGR-30 3.49 BSR 60 3.99 BGR-120 4.69

H4715 S -VHS Double Coated
ST -30.....__.6.99 Sr 60 7.49 ST -120 7.99

M221 Hi 8 Double Coated
Metal Particles Metal Evaporated

P630HMP 4,49 E63THME 7.69
P660HMP 6.29 b 660HME 10.09
P6120HMP 8.49 E6120HME 13.99

M321SP Metal Betacam (Box)
06S 10.99 HIS 11.99 205._.._..._....12.99
30S 13.99 &IL 32.99

DP121 OVC PRO
12M (Med 7A9 23M 8.79 33M 10.99
63M 19.99 66L 22.50
94L 30.99 126L 39.99

maxell
lkoataist Quality Hi8 Metal Particle

P6-30 HM BO 5.39 P6-60 AM BO 6.09
P6-120 TIM BO 799

PA PUS VHS
1-30 Plus......1.69 T-60 Plus......1.99 T-90 Plus 2.09
T-120 Plus .2.19 T-160 Plus 2.69

11GX-PLUS VIM (Boa)
HGXT-60 Plus. 2.69 HGXT-120 Plus 2.99
HGXT-160 Plus 3.99

BQ Broadcast Quality VHS (Box)
T-30 BO 3.89 PlO BO 3.99 T-120 BO 5.99

BO Professional S -VHS (In Box)
ST -31 BO 6.79 ST -62 BO_._._.6.99
ST -126 BO 7.45 ST -182 BO......_.._13.99

B etacam SP
B30MSP 13.49 B60M1 SP 19.99 B90MLSP. 27.95

Panasonic
Mini DV Tape

AY DVM-30 6.49 AY DVM-30 (10 Pack). ea. 5.99
AY DVM-60. 6.99 AY DVM-60 (10 Pack) ea. 6.49
AY-DVM80 12.99 AY-DV123EB 20.95

DVCPRO

AJ-P12M (Medium) 7.99 AJ-P24M .

AJ-P33M 11.49 AJ-P66M .

AJ-P66L (Large) 26.99 AJ-P94L
AJ-P126L

SONY
9.99

19.49
29.99
38.95

Hi -8 Professional Metal Video Cassettes
P6-30 HMPX 4.79 E6-30 HMEAD 6.99
P6-60 HMPX 6.79 E6-60 HMEAD 9.99
P6-120HMPX.. 8.99 E6-120HMEAD 13.99

PR Series Professional Grade VHS
T-30PR 2.39 T 6012R 2.59 T-120PR 2.79

B A Series Premier Hi -Grade Broadcast VHS (In Box)
T-30BA 3.69 T RBA 4.19 T-120BA 4.99

MI) Master Quality S -VHS lie Box)
MOST -30 7.49 MOST 60 7.69 MOST -12U 7.99

BRS 3/4" U-matic Broadcast Standard (In Box)
KCS-10 BRS (mini 8.99 KCS-20 BRS Mono 9.99
KCA-10 8.99 KCA-20 BRS 9.49
KCA-30 BITS 10.69 KCA-60 BRS. 14.99

XBD 3/4"11-matic Broadcast Master (In Box)
KCS-10 TEM (nom) 9.79 KCS-20 XBR pone) 11.29
KCA-10 XBR .. 10.29 KCA-20 TAT 11.79
KCA-30 XBR . 13.29 KCA-60 TER 17.39

B ET Metal Betacam SP Broadcast Master (In Box)
Single 10 Pak Ed 50 Pak Fa

BCT-5M (small) 10.99 9.99 9.19
BCT-10M (small) 11.49 10.29 9.79
BCT-20M (small). .12.99 11.49 10.99
BCT-30M (small) 13.49 12.09 11.99
BCT-30ML 13.49 11.89
BCT-60ML 20.99 19.99 18.99
BCT-90ML 30.99 28.99 27.99

POV Mini Series Professional DVCAM Tape (w/memory chip)
It: 110i: L (1) (10) Ea

PDVM-12ME 14.49 13.49 PDVM-22ME 15.19 14.49
PDVM-32ME 15.49 14.99 PDVM-40ME 16.99 16.49

PIN Series Stamm Professional DVCAM Tape
PDV-34ME 24.99 23.99 PDV-34N.. 20.99 19.49
PDV-64ME 27.99 26.99 PDV-64N 24.99 26.99
PDV-94ME 32.99 31.49 PDV-94N 29.99 28.49
PDV-124ME 38.49 37.49 PDV-1249....... 32.99 31.99
PDV-184ME 46.49 44.49 PDV-1849 39.99 38.99

Mini DV Tape
DVM-30EXM w/Chip 12.79 DVM'ATEXM w/Chip 16.99
DVM-30EX "No Chip" 11.99 DVM-60EX 'No Chip" 12.99
DVM-30PR 'No Cleo 7.99 DVM-60PR No Chip- 9.75

Full Size DV Tape with Memory Chip
DV 120MEM 24.99 DV180MFM 26.99

Graphics processor
Chyron Aprisa family: robust new
4RU hardware design includes redun-
dant, hot swap power supplies and
front loading, removable SCSI drives
with RAID 0, 3 or 5 options; CG Play-
back Option plays back rolls, crawls
and flipbooks in an independent
frame buffer that can be layered with
key over the clip playback; Web
Streaming Option streams out the en-
tire DDR program buffer in Real G2
or ASF formats. 888 4 CHYRON; fax:
631-845-3867; www.chyron.com

Circle (244) on Free Info Card

Cable simulator
Faraday Technology Remote Cable
Clone: new version of Faraday's Cable
Clone can be remotely controlled via
an RS -232 interface; allows users to
automatically switch between various
lengths of simulated cable, rather
than actually switching manually be-
tween different lengths of cable to
test for the crash point of digital
equipment; system allows for repeat-
ability in the field. +44 1782 661 501;
fax: +44 1782 630 101; www.fara
daytech.co.uk

Circle (245) on Free Info Card

Stand-alone image stabilizer
Fujinon Image Stabilizer: compat-
ible with most of Fujinon's existing
field lenses. 800-553-6611; fax: 973-
633-5216; www.fujinon.com

Circle (246) on Free Info Card
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Server networking
Omneon Extended File System: infrastructure sup-
ports a wide range of third -party control and trans-
mission, archive, media management and collabora-
tive production applications; scalable, data -type in-
dependent infrastructure enables simultaneous con-
tent repurposing for any type of distribution. 408-585-
5000; fax: 408-585-5090; www.omneon.com

Circle (234) on Free Info Card
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Portable DVCPRO HD VTR
Panasonic AJ-HD130DC: half -rack VTR operates on
120V AC or 12V DC power; offers 46 minutes of
1080x1920 interlace scan or 12880x720 progressive
scan HD recording at 100Mb/s; offers eight 16 -bit
48kHZ digital audio channels for multichannel appli-
cations and a 1.5GB/s SMPTE 292M HD serial digital
interface. 800-528-8601; fax: 323-436-3660;
www.panasonic.com/broadcast

Circle (235) on Free Info Card

Streaming system
Parkervision WebSTATION for
NEWS: live, on -demand turnkey system
streams live broadcast material with
multimedia graphics advertisements
and URL links; allows stations to auto-
matically edit program output for on -
demand access by viewers, helping to
eliminate costly post -production. 800-
532-8034; fax: 904-731-0958;
www.pvtv.com

Circle (236) on Free Info Card

HD production switcher
family
Philips Broadcast Seraph: includes
full range of switchers from 1 mix ef-
fects band up to four; HD formats in-
clude 1080i, 720p, and 24p. 800-962-
4287; fax: 818-729-7710; www.broad
cast.philips.com

Circle (237) on Free Info Card

Wireless intercom
Audio Specialties Group/Systems
Wireless HME System 800: provides
for full -duplex communications at dis-
tances up to half a mile; interfaces to
any two-, three- or four -wire intercom
systems; optional two -channel up-
grade. 800-542-3332; 703-471-7887;
fax: 703-437-1107; www.swl.com

Circle (238) on Free Info Card

Multiformat
digital router
PESA Cheetah: four
frame sizes are offered:
64X64 5RU, 128x128
8RU, 256x256 in 16RU
and 512x512 in 38RU;
engineered to handle
HD requirements, SDI -
only configurations are
also available; offers a
choice of copper or fiber
inputs and outputs;
companion audio
switcher is also avail-
able. 800-328-1008; fax;
631-845-5023; www.pesa.com

Circle (239) on Free Info Card

Digital UHF IOT
transmitter gala ra I
ADC Visionary: vnloulary. DI CO

offers enhanced
performance with
the addition of
LDMOS driver am-
plifiers and Marconi
plug-in 10Ts; pro-
vides power levels
up to 180kW on av-
erage; uses ADC's
DSP-based DT2B
modulator and
Adaptive Digital Equalization, which continually track
and correct linear and nonlinear distortions. 530-265-
1000; fax: 530-265-1010; www.adc.com/broadcast

Circle (240) on Free Info Card

BH
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

M kT

"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE"
FOR ORDERS CALL: uu FAX 7.111( 'Ivo:

800-947-9928 800-947-9003
MOST ORDERS SHIPPED

WITHIN 24 HOURS
OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE

www.bhphotovideo.com
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) New York, N.Y. 10001

212-444-5028 212-444-5001

SONY
DSR-PD150

3-CCD Mini DVCAM Camcorder
 qh quality acquisition in the DVCAM component dig tal
format, as well as in DV, allowing up to forty minutes
recording on one tape Mini DVCAM tape or over a full hour
inthe DV mode. Suited for Event Videography and Video
Journalist applications. This compact camcorder fealLres
three newly developed 1/3 inch 380K pixel CCDs.with

at reduced noise and
vertical smear.
 Allows two scanning modes: 480 progressive (for still) or

interlaced (for video).
 Complete Professional Audio functions with two built-in

XLR inputs.

 Built-in electronic zoom lens features Autofocus and
SuperSteadyShot with an MTF 12X high quality optical
lens with manual Zoom, Focus and Iris control.

 Built-in slot for a flash memory card or Memory -Stick for
still image storage. Up to 988 JPEG pictures can be
stored in one 64 MB MemoryStick. The stored images
can be mixed or keyed to the live image allowing logo
insertion and/or mix effects.

 High resolution (500 lines) B&W viewfinder and a color
swing out bright color LCD panel are included

Sony DSR-PD150 List Price 54.000
For B&H price Call

DSR-250 3-CCD DV & DVCAM
Introducing everything you need n an event camera and more. The
new completely digital DSR-250 trom Sony is a high image quality
reduced size camcorder which has been optimized for shooting
events and parties. Every feature you could want is included in this
revolutionary acquisition tool.

 1,3 inch x three 380K pixel (effective 340.000 pixels) CCD's that
allow two scanning modes 480 progressive (for still) or inter-
laced (for video). They also provide high quality acquisition with
increased resolution and sensitivity at reduced noise and vertical
smear.  One touch auto focusing in manual focus mode.

 530 lines of horizontal resolution, allowing you to capture your
subject with tremendous detail.

 Switchable aspect ratio 4:3 (TV mode) or 16:9 (Movie mode)
 OXF-801 high resolution 1&" black 8 while viewfinder (same

as on DSR500/1 8 DXC-035) enables easier focusing. Automati-
cally switches from 4:3 aspect to 16.9.

 Records in DVCAM or DV, standard tapes or mini. Up to 270 minute
recordeding m N mode onto a 184 min. DVCAM tape.

 Manual or automatic functioning: Focus. Iris, Shutter -speed.
Zoom. Gain (3 positions and memory).

 Flip out 2.5" 200,000 do LCD monitor, finally ava lable on a
professional camera  Tine date stamp.. Soft shoulder pad.

 58mm lens with 12x oplEal zoom,
 Advanced optical stabilization allowing for a high quality digi-

tal zoom out to 24x. with a maximum digital zoom Jut to 48x
 Assignable lime code (lice Run. Free -run. User -bit
 16 bit 2 channel audio recording, or 12 bit 4 channel
 Digital iMoul (IEEE1394) Lnd analog in/out.
 Still Image capture onto memory stick  Upload graphics from

memory stick or USB adapter. software included
 Phantom 48V power  thilt in speaker  Direction microphone

in pro mic holder. 2 XLR audio inputs  Wireless emote .
 Built In edit controller. Equipped with an i.LINK irtertace, al-

lowing camcorder to sere as edit player or recorikr.
 External 120 supply/Confection for light. The 0S1-250 is

equipped with light output (DC 12 V. maximum 3C watts),

Sony DSR-250 List Price $5,900
For B&H price Cair

DSR-300A
3-CCD Digital (DVCAM) Camcorder

Interning many of the same features and functions as the 00R-130, the
all ordable DSR-300A actually extends operational convenience with a
rar ge of new features and peripheral products. Remarkably compact
and lightweight, the improved DSR-300A provides high motility without
compromising picture quality and can be held comfortably on your
sh oulder through the longest shoots and gives videographers the ability
to acquire their footage quickly and easily.

 The DSR-300A has three 1/2" IT Power HAD CCDs to denier
800 lines of horizontal resolution, 62d8 S/N ratio and high
sensitivity of F/11 at 2000 lux.

 Power HAD CCDs also gives you a low smear level of -110 dB
(000.300) allowing more Ireedorn to shoot highlighted subjects

 With built-in 26 -pin VCR interface. they can feed composite or
S -Video output signals to an external recorder for paralPi or
back-up recordings, VCR recording modes including Parallel.
Internal (only) and External (only) are selected via the trgger
switch positioned on the operational panel

 With the DSR-300A, a picture previously recorded on tape can
be superimposed on the viewfinder screen (Freeze Mix
f unction), allowing you to easily frame or reposition thy subject
lust as in the previous shot. Combined with the SetupLog
function, the retake shot becomes a breeze

 LSI Digital Signal Processor (the very same one used by the
DXC-D30 cameras) fora high signal-to-noise ratio of 62 dB.

 Both mini cassettes (PDVM series) and standard cassettes (PM
series) can be used with the DSR-300A. With PDV.184MF
(standard), a maximum recording time of 184 minutes can be
acheived. They can also play back tapes recorded m the
consumer DV format

 For operational convenience while shooting, the Tine Code is
superimposed on the viewfinder screen or MONITOR OUT
screen, even during playback

 DXF-801 viewfinder featuring variable peaking, 3 lave) tally ligIn
and a white LED light with 2 levels of intensity to laminate the
lens selling 16801394 i.Link (out only)

Sony DSR300A List Price 59,90D
For BAH price Cdl

Panasonic,
AG-DVC200

Full Size DV Camcorder
The industry's first DV camcorder to utilize

large DV cassettes

The AG-DVC200 1/2' 410,000 -pixel IT 3-CCD DSP
camcorder records for an astounding 4-1/2 hours (270
minutes), and offers an interchangeable bayonet mount
lens that permits users to use theidavorite 1/2' lens. With
the incredible ability to shoot at Fl 1 in lighting as low as
0 5 lux.the AG-DVC200 delivers an outstanding 803 lines
of horizontal resolution, an IEEE 1394 interface, a signal-
to-noise ratio of 62dB, and very low smear.

The 11 -pound shoulder -style camcorder delivers many
functions offered in Panasonic's most -popular
DVCPROcamcorders. ncluding a 4 -position ND/CC filter. tne
ability to increase gain up to *36dB forshooting in dim light.
User Scene Memory storage, and a 6 -speed shutter with
synchro scant or the flicker -I ree shooting of CRT displays.

JVC 1/2 -inch 3-CC;Profes222 Camcorder
The GY-00500 combines the convenience and cost-effective-
ness of Mini DV with the performance and features you need.
Incorporate three 1/2 -inch 380,000 pixel IT CCDs for superior
picture performance (equivalent to 750 lines of resolution)
superb sensitivity of F11 at 2000 lux and minimum illumination
of 0.75 lux (LoLux mode). Rugged construction with a rigid
diecast magnesium housing. Extremely portable. compact and
light weight (lesss than 11 lbs. fully loaded). Additional features
like the menu dial and Super Scene Finder assure ease -of -use
and shooting flexibility, while the IEEE1394 and RS -232
interface allow integration into various non-linear and post -
production systems. A professional camcorder in every sense. the compact, lightweight GY-00500 redefines acquisition for
corporate, educational, cable and broadcast production, as well as wedding videography and multimedia applications.

Professional Performance  Full Auto Shooting (FAS) mode for point -and -shoot
 3 1/2- 380,000 pixel IT CCDs with 750 lines of resolution. ease of operation. Automatic video level control (ALC)
 Fl 1 at 2000 lux.  Black Stretch/Black Compress function is also activated, along with Extended Electronic Iris
 An advanced color matrix circuit ensures natural color. (EEI) and Full Auto White. which provide both variable
 Lolux mode increases sensitivity with almost no increase gain and variable shutter.

in noise.  Multi -zone iris weighting system offers  ALC (Automatic Level Control) with FEI for continuous
accurate auto exposure under any condition, shooting in all light levels

 Viewfinder status displays audio indicator, tape and
battery remaining time, VCR operation and warning
indicators.  Menu dial lets you quickly navigate through
the viewfinder menu.

Professional Audio
 Two 16 -bit 48 -kHz channels or two 12 -bit 32 -kHz

channels with a dynamic range of 85 dB
 Two 01R -balanced audio inputs with 48v phantom

power and manual audio control.
 Side -mounted speaker for playback.

Automatic Functions
 Continuous Auto Black (CAB) circuit assures perfect

Black Balance in a changing environment..

74

7"" "ftes

Special Purchase
BUY any JVC GY-DVSOOU Package:
GY-DV500U with Viewfinder and Lens Outfit
GY-DV500U with Bescor ST144 Kit
GY-DV500U with Viewfinder, Lens and AB1 Kit
GY-DV500U with Viewfinder, Lens and AB2 Kit
GY-DV500U with Viewfinder, Lens and IDX
GY-DV500U with Studio Kit
and RECEIVE FREE:
Anton Bauer Battery Kit A Value of 999.95
OR: IDX Battery Kit A Value of 849.95

GY-DV550U
1/2" 3-CCD DV Camcorder

Introducing the Versatile 00.01/550 from JVC. Designed by
professionals, for professionals, the GY-DV550 is the world's
first DV camcorder to offer studio camera capability. Thanks to
the built-in 26 -pin interface, you can connect the GY-DV550 to
a CCU for remote -controlled studio operation or backup
recorder in the field. But that's not all. It also comes with pool
feed input/output, so you can transfer image data back and
forth to another camera or cameras, making it ideal for special

shooting situations such as press conferences, exclusive interviews, and sporting events. Record isolated camera views
(ISO -Cam) during a live multi -camera shoot, making it ideal for parallel shooting at live concerts and other events.
Naturally, we've made sure the GY-00550 is equipped with all the other capabilities you need. including a standard 1/2 -inch
bayonet mount for use with a great diversity of professional lenses. bidirectional IEEE 1394 (NTSC), two 48 kHz 16 -bit
digital PCM audio channels. and a built-in SMPTE or EBU timecode reader/generator, as well as XLR microphone inputs.
audio outputs. headphones output, and both composite and Y/C outputs. Maximum versatility. top-level performance. and
superior cost -efficiency make the GY-DV550 the smart solution for producers who need a camcorder capable of doing
double -duty in both the studio and the field.

Ready fee EFP remote control (RM-LP57/LP55) The EFP
remote connects directly to the GY-D1/550 for precise control
over the video parameters.
Return video output for TelePrompter Tele-Prompter
capability assures lull support for studio program production.
Genlocking function To meet the demand for systemization. the
GY-DV550 is equipped with a genlocking function that includes
SC lock to assure high -resolution pictures.

SR-VS1OU
MiniDV and S -VHS VCR Combo

The HR-DVS1U is a unique all -in -one video solution
combining miniDV and Super Hi-Fi Stereo in one VCR.
The MiniDV deck allows direct playback of cassettes
you've recorded on a MiniDV camcorder without any cables

 Mini DV Format &High Resolution Super VHS and VHS
 DigiPure Technology w/ TBC and 4MB Frame Memory
 PCM Digital Audio (DV) andHi-Fi VHS Stereo with MTS

Decoder  Jog/Shuttle on Remote
 VCR Plus+ with 'Cable Eye' Cable Box Controller
 Insert Editing with Flying Erase Head  Plug 8 Play
 Audio Dubbing  Auto Index and Index Search

State-ef-the-art1/2" 3-CCD image pickup Incorporates three
1/2' 380.000 (NTSC)/440.000 (PAL) pixel interline -transfer
CCD's. Each CCD is equipped with highly advanced circuitry that
eliminates vertical smear when shooting bright lights in a dark
room. Lag and image burn are also reduced to indiscernible
levels, while high sensitivity of F11 at 2000 lux assures creative
flexibility and simplifies lighting requirements.

to connect. One easy solution!

 DA4(Double Azimuth) Head Helical Scan System
 Digital AV Tracking  Express Programming  Auto SP -EP

Timer Recording  Active Video Calibration  Multi -Brand
TV/DBS Compatible Remote with Jog / Shuttle

 S -video Input on Front / Back Panel  Two S -Video Output
on Back Panel  Rear AV INPUTs, Gold Plated Front Inputs

 DV Playback Component Video Output. Two AN Outputs

Panasonic.
AG-DVC10

Mini DV 3-CCD Camcorder
This lightweight unit uses the mini -DV format, large diameter tense.
and a 3-CCD image sensor to deliver the high recording quality
needed for professional use.

High -Quality DV Recording
 Records on Mini DV cassettes

in either SP (standard Play) or
LP (Long Play) mode

 Records audio either as 16 -bit
2 channel, or 12 -bit 4 -channel

Superior 3-00O Pleture Quality
 1/4 inch. 270k -pixel IT 3CCO

image sesnsor  33 mm filter

 12x Optical zoom
 Gain Up to v 12dB
 Neutral Density Filter
 Manual Focus, Manual Iris
New ShoulderType Design
 Excellent Shooting Stability
 Light weight weighing aprox

6 lbs.  Extremely mobile
i-Link (DV IEEE1394) Terminal
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Satellite -transmitter link
Nucomm Microwave V Stream: STL featuring 8VSB
modulation; offers digital signal monitoring with
SMPTE 310 and ASI digital interfaces. 800-9-NUCOMM;
908-852-3700; fax: 908-813-0399; www.nucomm.com

Circle (254) on Free Info Card

Videographics workstation
Orad Hi-Tec Systems DVG-10: PC -based system for
virtual sets, on -air graphic and sports simulations; fea-
tures high-performance 3D graphics. 212-931-6723;
fax: 212-931-6730; www.orad-ny.com

Circle (255) on Free Info Card

Multiformat digital video generator
Leader Instruments LT 442D: provides two SDI out-
puts conforming to SMPTE 292M and eight channels
of embedded AES/EBU digital audio in compliance
with SMPTE 299M; six channels of AES/EBU digital
audio are available in stereo pairs from three dedi-
cated BNC connectors; generator genlocks to tri-
level sync as well as NTSC or PAL black burst and
offers advance/delay settings of up to ±100 lines and
±1100 pixels in one -pixel increments; analog out-
puts include tri-level sync, horizontal and vertical
drive. 800-645-5104; 714-527-9300; fax: 714-527-7490;
www.leaderusa.com

Circle (256) on Free Info Card
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Oscilloscopes
LeCroy Waverunner-2 series: two- and four -chan-
nel digital oscilloscopes feature 350- to 500MHz band-
width, a sampling rate of 1- to 4GS/s, memory up to
8Mpts, and WavePilot and QuickZoom for easy access
to signal measurements; units also feature an Advanced
Trigger Package offering runt and slew rate triggering.
800-553-2769; 914-425-2000; fax: 914-578-5985;
www.lecroy.com

Circle (257) on Free Info Card

Newsroom system
Leitch NewsFlash II: allows reduced workflow and
easy and familiar editing while providing DTV readi-
ness and extensibility into Internet operations; allows
multiple user collaboration; DVCPRO and DVCPRO50
provide 4X transfers, NEWSFlash-II FX adds extended
DVE, CG, embedded interactive output triggers and
support for third -party plug -ins.
800-231-9673; fax: 757-548-4088; www.leitch.com

Circle (258) on Free Info Card
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Since
1979 Mager
Systems has
been designing and
fabricating exquisite
custom studio furniture for the broadcast in ustry nationwide.
Our unique award winning furniture offers true solid wood
premium construction, 3D drawings and design,
delivery and installation. Of course, we still offer ,

our 10 year warranty on solid surface tops
exclusively, that will long out last wood edges
and laminates. Our quality furniture is very
affordable, and can accommodate every
budget from economy to showplace. We
know the broadcast industry is changing
everyday, so, if you haven't looked at Mager
Systems lately, its time you checked to see what we
have new to offer like Turnkey Prewirinq. Call us today
and find out why Mager Systems is the best in sound furniture.

IOT
Marconi Applied Technologies IOTD3100W: ca-
pable of 110kW peak digital or 55=5.5kW combined
analog amplification, this plug-in IOT offers ease of
installation and high-performance. 800-342-5338; fax:
914-592-5148; www.marconitech.com

Circle (259) on Free Info Card

Media production tool
Omneon Video Network Networked Content
Server System with FAST's purple: Omneon and
FAST Multimedia AG have integrated FAST's purple DV
editing system to Omneon's platform; the platform's
open, standards -based infrastructure serves multiple
applications; the integrated system utilizes 1394 I/O
with FAST's purple, the I/O serving as an edge device
allowing direct transfers to a common file system. 408-
585-5000; fax: 408-585-5090; www.omneon.com

Circle (260) on Free Info Card

Microwave I ink
RF Technology ACL-Series: link is analog, digital -
ready or digital, available in a 2- to 16GHz frequency
range; systems can be configured for QPSK, 16QAM
or COFDM for transmission of ATSC/HDTV, D53, E3, E2,
El or Ti; interfaces include G.703, SMPTE-310M and
DVB-ASI; features protected/diversity terminals with
errorless changeover, adaptive equalization and mul-
tiplex equipment; ACL also supports the transmission
of analog video and up to six audio subcarriers. 800-
762-4369; 203-866-4283; fax: 203-853-3513;
www.rftechnology.com

Circle (261) on Free Info Card

Prompting software
Telescript PRO: Windows NT/2000-based software
works with off -the -shelf hardware to virtually elimi-
nate compatibility problems; offers multiple monitor
support to accommodate simultaneous prompting and
control operations. 201-767-6733; fax: 201-784-0323;
www.telescript.com

Circle (262) on Free Info Card
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21602 N. Central Ave., Suite:,

Phoenix, Arizona 8502

TEL: 623-780-004
FAX: 623-780-98

www.magersystems.c

mager@magersystems.c

Noise reduction system
Teranex Starfront: features intelligent motion -
based, pixel -by -pixel filtering and automatic handling
of the video -based content (30fps) and film -based
content (24fps); other features include 3:2 pull -down

handling and 32 -point interpolation on down -
sampling to CIF and QCIF image sizes. 407-517-
1086; fax: 407-517-1101; www.teranex.com

Circle (263) on Free Info Card

Digital transmitter
Thomcast Communications Ultimate 1kW
Digital Transmitter: feature solid-state and
cable -free design, providing the advantage of
ease of maintenance and high reliability; also fea-
tures LDMOS amplifiers, compact design, inte-
grated cooling system and a standby second ex-
citer option. 413-569-0116; fax: 413-569-0679;
www.thomcastcom.com

Circle (264) on Free Info Card

MPEG-2 multiplexer
Thomson Broadcast/Nextream DBX 4300
Broadmux: re -multiplexing solution for Digital
Broadcasting Center and Distribution applications
such as DVB-S, DVB-C, DVB-T; multiplexes up to
26 MPEG-2 single or multiple service transport
streams to form a multiple -program transport
stream. 800-882-1824; 201-569-1650; fax: 201-569-
1511; www.thomsonbroad.com

Circle (265) on Free Info Card
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FIREPOWER
Transform your existing analog audio and video equipment into an important part of your IEEE1394

(DV) digital environment. Laird Telemedia is the world leader in broadcast quality FireWire® media con-
version. Our 30 year reputation delivers the longevity and reliability broadcasters demand.

component

CH 1

LTM-5500
Component, Composite, Y/C, Balanced Audio, NTSC/PAL, VU Meters,

Bidirectional, Level Controls, 1 RU, Made in USA
Optional full batch capture machine control interface for PC and Mac.

composite
11.1,4-2000
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LTM-5000
Composite, Y/C, Balanced Audio, NTSC/PAL, VU Meters, Bidirectional,

Level Controls, 1 RU, Made in USA
Optional full batch capture machine control interface for PC and Mac.

field fire
In 0 --00
nornweix
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LTM-FFP
Laptop Editor Companion Media Converter. Component,

Composite, Y/C, Balanced Audio, NTSC/PAL, 8.5"W x x 1.5"H,
NP -1 Battery or AC Powered, Cordura Field Case, Made in USA.

Perfect Companion for the Avid Xpress-
Optional full batch capture machine control interface for PC and Mac.

For More Information
800-898-0759  FAX 845-339-0231
www.lairdtelemedia.com

0 2001 Laird Telemedia. AVID Xpress is a registered trademark of AVID Technology. FireWire is a registered trademark of Apple Computer.

BROADCASTERS'
INFRASTRUCTURE
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Network control
Wegener COMPEL: patented network control system
that administers receivers both as individual sites and
as groups; more than just permissioning a receiver,
system issues commands that are accurately synchro-
nized with video and audio programming. 800-848-
9467; fax: 770-623-0698; www.wegener.com

Circle (266) on Free Info Card

Standards converter
Snell & Wilcox Mach 1: provides multiformat con-
version with a new motion compensation technology,
Motion Science; offers 10 -bit serial digital and com-
posite video inputs and outputs, in addition to pro-
viding aspect ratio conversion and linear conversion
using four -field and four -line aperture.
408-260-1000; fax: 408-260-2800;
www.snellwilcox.com.
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Evertz Microsystems Ltd 22 31 905-335-3700 evertz.com
Extron Electronics 25 33 714-491-1500 extron.com
Fortel DTV 29 16 800-530-5542 forteldtv.com
Harris Corp. 3 2-7 513-459-3400 harris.com

I -Bus 26 34 888-307-7892 ibus-phoenix.com
Kaydara 23 32 888-842-6842 kaydara.com

Laird Telemedia 37 8 800-898-0759 la irdtelemedia .com

Lectrosonics 19 28 800-821-1121 lectroson ics.com

Leitch BC 10 800-231-9673 leitch.com

Mackie Designs Inc. 13 24 800-258-6883 mackie.com

Mager Systems 36 23 623-780-0045 magersystems.com

Miranda Technologies Inc. 17 26 514-333-1772 miranda.com
Multidyne Electronics 22 30 516-671-7278 multidyne.com
Opticomm Corp. 20-21 29 858-450-0143 opticomm.com
PESA Switching Systems 5 11 800-328-1008 pesa.com

Ross Video Ltd. 9, 27 13, 35 613-652-4886 rossvideo.com

Snell & Wilcox Ltd. 6-7 12 408-260-1000 snellwilcox.com

Sundance Digital 24 40 972-444-8442 SundanceDigital.com
Telex Comm. 28 40 800-392-3497 telex.com
Videotek, Inc. IBC 39 800-800-5719 videotek.com
Wheatstone Corp. IFC 1 252-638-7000 wheatstone.com
Zandar Technologies 12 15 +35312808945 zandar.com
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Application -ready computer platforms
I-Bus/Phoenix IBP-1/IBP-2: 1U & 2U computer plat-
forms for high -density computing applications and 24 -
hour operation; offer space -saving systems to allow
stacking systems close together in rack cabinets, with-
out worrying about the cooling and reliability impli-
cations; IBP-1 offers ISA or PCI expansion with dual
hot -swap IDE or SCSI disks; IBP-2 offers flexible ISA/
PCI expansion, four hot -swap hard disks, CD-ROM and
floppy drive support and optional dual -feed, dual -re-
dundant, hot -swap PSU. 858-503-3077; fax: 858-503-
3005; www.ibus-phoenix.com

Circle (268) on Free Info Card

Frame and card system
Videotek Uniframe: system consists of the DL -810U
serial digital legalizer, MADA-110U monaural audio

distribution amplifier, SADA-205U stereo
audio distribution amplifier and UDA-110U
video distribution amplifier; DL -810U solves
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EJ Amplifiers/Distribution 911
El Graphics, Titling, Effects 912
E MPEG Compression/ 913

Encoding Systems 914

renewal instructions. We will notify you before making
Privacy Policy, visit our website at wwwintertec.com.

categories, check

0 Nonlinear Editing Systems
0 Video, Production Switchers
0 Transmitters/Antennas
0 Test & Measurement

904 El VTRs 915 El Video Monitors/Projectors
905 E Switchers/Routers 916 Ei Audio Mixers
906 D Disk Storage/Servers 917 0 Digital Asset Management
907 0 Computer & Peripherals 918 El Networking Products
908 0 Lighting Systems 919 El HDTV Equipment
909 0 Microphones 920 0 Automation

LIRS1006 910 0 Cameras/Lenses 921 0 Camera Accessories

T
1 43 85 127 169 211 253 295 337 379 421 463
2 44 86 128 170 212 254 296 338 380 422 464
3 45 87 129 171 213 255 297 339 381 423 465
4 46 88 130 172 214 256 298 340 382 424 466
5 47 89 131 173 215 257 299 341 383 425 467
6 48 90 132 174 216 258 300 342 384 426 468
7 49 91 133 175 217 259 301 343 385 427 469
8 50 92 134 176 218 260 302 344 386 428 470
9 51 93 135 177 219 261 303 345 387 429 471

10 52 94 136 178 220 262 304 346 388 430 472
11 53 95 137 179 221 263 305 347 389 431 473
12 54 96 138 180 222 264 306 348 390 432 474
13 55 97 139 181 223 265 307 349 391 433 475
14 56 98 140 182 224 266 308 350 392 434 476
15 57 99 141 183 225 267 309 351 393 435 477
16 58 100 142 184 226 268 310 352 394 436 478
17 59 101 143 185 227 269 311 353 395 437 479
18 60 102 144 186 228 270 312 354 396 438 480
19 61 103 145 187 229 271 313 355 397 439 481
20 62 104 146 188 230 272 314 356 398 440 482
21 63 105 147 189 231 273 315 357 399 441 483
22 64 106 148 190 232 274 316 358 400 442 484
23 65 107 149 191 233 275 317 359 401 443 485
24 66 108 150 192 234 276 318 360 402 444 486
25 67 109 151 193 235 277 319 361 403 445 487
26 68 110 152 194 236 278 320 362 404 446 488
27 69 111 153 195 237 279 321 363 405 447 489
28 70 112 154 196 238 280 322 364 406 448 490
29 71 113 155 197 239 281 323 365 407 449 491
30 72 114 156 198 240 282 324 366 408 450 492
31 73 115 157 199 241 283 325 367 409 451 493
32 74 116 158 200 242 284 326 368 410 452 494
33 75 117 159 201 243 285 327 369 411 453 495
34 76 118 160 202 244 286 328 370 412 454 496
35 77 119 161 203 245 287 329 371 413 455 497
36 78 120 162 204 246 288 330 372 414 456 498
37 79 121 163 205 247 289 331 373 415 457 499
38 80 122 164 206 248 290 332 374 416 458 500
39 81 123 165 207 249 291 333 375 417 459 501
40 82 124 166 208 250 292 334 376 418 460 502
41 83 125 167 209 251 293 335 377 419 461 503
42 84 126 168 210 252 294 336 378 420 462 504

PLEASE WRITE LEGIBLY FOR NUMBERS ABOVE 504

serial digit- ' video gamut correction and
legalizing issues, and offers real-time evalu-
ation of the video signal on a pixel -by -pixel
basis; distribution amplifiers accept high -
impedance balanced or unbalanced inputs,
or looping or terminating single inputs, as
well as producing identical isolated out-
puts. 800-800-5719; 610-327-2292; fax: 610-
327-9295; www.videotek.com
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Signal quality manager system
Videotek SQM: multiformat audio/video
system offers custom configuration and
interface flexibility; input cards measure
and analyze video and audio from multiple
sources including composite analog video,
serial digital video, analog and AES/EBU
audio, MPEG and all HD formats; instantly
reports errors to a master control point;
system offers real-time alarms with logging.
800-800-5719; 610-327-2292; fax: 610-327-
9295; www.videotek.com
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Miami is Frozen!

MIAMI

Signal Quality
Manager

Introducing
The Next Generation in

Networked Monitoring

People Who Use Videotek Think Clearersm

It's 09:15 and without being there or seeing it,
you know a signal from Miami is in a freeze frame
state. How? With Videotek's multi -format SQM:
Signal Quality Manager. With the SQM you can

now simultaneously monitor hundreds of sites from
wherever you choose, in real-time. The multi -format
SQM is capable of monitoring Analog, Digital, HD,
and MPEG signals. As a cost-effective, expandable
solution for any system network, the SQM allows you
to monitor all critical parameters on -screen, with
easy -to -understand, color -coded windows. It also

allows you to customize and edit signal locations and
GPI triggers.

So find out for yourself what hundreds of leading
broadcast facilities already know - when you need
dependable, reliable broadcast signal solutions

WE ARE HERE.

Call Videotek today!
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VIDEOTEK
A Zero Defects Company

Toll Free: 800-800-5719 www.videotek.com
Direct: 610-327-2292
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4._ Blue3 Dynamic Routing Fabric means
maximum reliability, scalability and flexibility

-#e Able to mix and match signal formats in the
same frame

Field expandable from 32x32 to 512x512

Supports HD, SDI, Analog Audio/Video,
AES/EBU, ASI, DS -3/E-3, RS -232/422

All key active components are front -loading
and hot-swappable for easy maintenance

Protects your operation with redundant power
supplies, logic cards, serial & X/Y ports

Distributed routing design safeguards against
loss of critical inputs

Go ahead, relax! While you're catching some much needed R&R, you
can be sure that your Integrator router is on the job.

Based on Leitch's groundbreaking Blue3 Dynamic Routing Fabric,
every large Integrator system provides you with:

Rock -solid Reliability -If one frame, card or internal
circuit fails, the system's distributed design
guarantees that critical sources will still get to their
destination. The revolutionary Blue3 technology
makes this a truly self -healing router network!

Super -sized Scalability - Integrator allows you to
start small but think big. From 32x32 to 512x512,
your needs will never outgrow your system.

Mind-blowing Flexibility - Multiple signal formats?
No worry! Integrator can handle them all within
the same frame.

But best of all, Integrator provides you with
peace of mind. So while Mike spends his
weekends at the office with his router, you can
spend yours getting reacquainted with life.

Hong Kong +852 2776 0628

©2001 Leitch Technology Corporation

Canada +1 (416) 445 9640 USA East +1 (800) 231 9673 USA West +1 (888) 843 7004 Europe +44 (0) 1483 591000
Australia +61 (2) 9939 3355 Japan +81 (3) 5423 3631 Brazil +55 (11) 3151 5093 Latin America +1 (305) 512 0045
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